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ABSTRACT 
T'ne oldest marsupial fossils have been found in North America 
and the marsupials lire thought to have originated there in the early 
Cretaceous. The marsupial eutherian ancestor coul<l have had either a 
marsup5-al type of vivipa-:::ity or ma; have been oviparous. Fossil evidencL. 
of early eutherians indic.<.1tes that the common ancestor. may have had a 
primitive ma.r.sup i~ 1 type of reproduction . 
The marsupials are thought to have come to Austra liu from South 
Amer :_ea via Antarctica and to have ra~i~ted in A"Jstral ia in isolation, 
wi.th nC' eutherian competitior... 
The Australian radiation was monophylet·ic and foll0~-1e<l three :Hoar<l 
lines of evolution; the polyprotodont, didactylous Marsupicarnivorc;;; 
the polyprotodont, syndactylous Peramel ina; the d iprotc•dont; synd :tctylous 
_Diprotodonta, 
.... ·· 
.INTRODUCTION 
.... 
An evol11tioriary study of a group such as the marsupials 
consists largely ~f an analysis of their m9rphological affiliations. 
Given that the characteristics present in a known organism must 
have been derived from characters in a more primitive ancestral 
type, t!"jen, when two different known· types share the same basic 
characteristics they are deemed to be related throu~ the common 
ancestor~ Thus, the greater the number of primitive characte~~ 
istics shared by a group of organisms, the closer we are tc being 
able to d~scribe a hypothetical common. ancestor. It follows that 
the g~eater the ~nowledge of morphology of the whole group, then 
the greater are the chances of deriving an accurate phylogeny 
within the group. 
Included in the Marsupials are numerous extant t~pes 
ar!d also numerous extinct types which we know from fcssils. I 
agree with Schaffer et al (Stbaffer B., M.K. Hecht and 
N~ Eldredge, (1972)) that valid relationships can be inferred 
using both paleontological and neontological data. Dat'::i ohould 
not be excluded either on the gr6unds that it is derived from 
modern types.and th~~efore lacks historical value (Simpson 1961 
p. 83) or that it is· ~e~ived from fossils and .is thereforo 
incomplete:. Car~fully evaluated data, from Dhatever field, 
adds to oui knowledge ~f the group as a whole and therefore 
should be available for phylogenetic .interpretation. 
In this thesis, evidence will b~ drawn from several 
disciplines. Such evidence should be viewed with regard to the 
limits of its eifective application., · I propose first therefore 
iii 
to briefly discuss the types of data: available and to set criteria 
for th2ir use. 
Paleontology 
The fossil record is traditionally the starting point 
for research. into the evolution of grows such as the marsupials. 
In itself, hc~eve~, a fnssil, correctly dated and classified 
can reveal one absolute fact; that the taxon to which the fossil 
belongs was living in a known time and place. Analysis of 
comparative morphology can reveal relationshipG between different 
fossils a~d living animalso 
As well as revealing e~olutionary trends in the 
.dcvelopipen.·l.; of a group, the fossj_l record also provides a time 
scale against which the evolutionary sequence can be set. This 
is particularly important in an explanation of the evolution of 
Australj_an marsupials whore factors such &.s the invasion of 
Australia by marsupials and their radiation here in geological 
isolaticn requires that a fairly critical time scale be set 
against evolutionary and geological events. 
One of ths major problems of paleontology is the 
selection of morphological characters· for comparison. Adaptation 
is expressed in changes to m~jor functions such as locomotion, 
feeding, reprodurition and perception (Schaffer et al 1972). 
Fossil skeletal bones provide information on locomotion and 
feeding. Skulls can provide sor!J.e information on .feeding, sensory 
apparatus and brain development. ·Unfortunately, reproductive 
organn leave little impression on fossil remains. 
Added to this is the problem of incompleteness of 
fossil records.. By "completeness" I mean tv10 things, ·(a) the 
frequency in geological time with which r·elevant fossils are 
found and, (b) the physical state of the fossils themselves. 
The Australian fossil record has been notoriously poor in the 
iv 
numbers of discovered fossils e.nd there have been nc pre-01igoc ene 
marsupial fossils found here. Frequently, when fossils ~re 
found they are fragmentary or distorted, often consisting of 
isolated teelh and jaw fragments VJhich are difficult to 
·interpret. This is hardly surprising when one considers the 
role of chal1ce in the laying doVJn and subsequent finding of fossil 
b~ds (Sim~son 1953 ). 
. -
For these reasons much of the analysis of fossil r8cords 
has heen done on teeth and this is valid in so far as t~eth do 
reflect a major function, feeding. However, such studies assume 
greater validity whert they are su,ported by analysis of other 
characteristics. This is because the teeth &loi:e, or indeed any 
other single characteristic could be similar in a number of groups 
as a result of convergent evolution. It is unlikely, however, 
that several functionally distinct characteristics would all 
converge in two or more unrelated groups. 
Bearing in mind these limitations and the absence of 
oth6r data concerning extinct fauna, the fossil record does supply 
much valuable data for use in evolutionary studies. 
Comparative Anatomy c;md Physiology of Extant Species 
In the fossil record it has been observed that sometimes 
a group of animals bas persisted with certain primitive characters 
whilst related groups have advanct::d these same characters to a 
higher level. · .Amongst the mode.:-n · niw:1mals some species are 
considered ta be more primitive than others in certain respects. 
It is possible by anatomical-and physiological comparison to 
derive a sequo21ce amongst recent mammals which suggests an 
evoltitionary sequence. In recent years there has been a 
renaissance in the study of rna.-.:·sup:l.al anatomy ar;.d physiology which 
ba.s led to an improv8cl unde.rstanding of phylogenetic affinities 
within the ~arsupials. 
Simpson (1961) has stated that su.ch studies are deficient 
:i.n that lacking the dime?1si.on of time, "They are not themselves 
historical, yet ~ust serve for drawing historical inferenc~s.: 1 
In fact, difficulties do arise ~hen data based on modern 
mai11mals are extrapota ted to early evolutionary events. A.YI example 
of this is the argument concerning the split between the 
mar.sup:~als and the eutherians and the evolution of marsupic.l 
,._.c::p:i:-oduction. (Sharman G.B. 1965; Lillegrav·en Z.A. 1969; 
Ee.: .. n R. I. et al 1964). 
Howeve1'; comparative ana:.omy and physiology of extant 
m~rsupi~Ls does contribute hugely to the information we have 
about the shared. characteristics of related forms. Taken with 
the fossil record, evidence from thes~ studies is very useful in 
undei-·standing phylogenetic affinities within .the marsupials •. 
Ser.o.log,Y 
One of th~ most significant recent investigations 
into the affinities of the marsupials has been the serological 
·research of Kirsch (1968). The study has shown that serological 
data can be used in the same way as morphologi~al characteristics. 
In fact Kirsch has contributed an additional characteristic for 
phylogenetic comparison. The advantage of the study is the 
extensiveness of its application as it enables comparison of all 
extant species on the basj_s of a common complex o i' characters. 
. . . 
However, Kirsch has shown that sera o :f some ma.r.·supials 
belonging to different species and even to different fe~milics 
exhibit con-rergence. He has. also shovm that all sera have. not 
necessari1y evolved at the same rate. This implies that sero.logy 
shou:Ld be used in conjunction with data from comparisons of other 
unrelated characteristics and used i.n this way it has proved to 
be a very valuable phyloger.etic tool. 
In the past few years systematists have becoL1e 
increasj_ngl~l aware of studies in comparative cytoJ ogy of 
marsupials. There is more known about.karyotypes of marsupials 
thci.n any other group of mammals. There are several facets of 
data available from cytogenetic studies. The most fully explored 
of these. are the interspecific comparisohs of chromosome number 
and chroraosome morphology. 
Sharman (1961) demonstrated the relationshi~s between 
·chromosome numbers and taxonomic groupings. He also showed that 
problems arise from paralJel evoiution of chromosome. number and 
morphology in widely different groups. Comparisons of chromosome 
arms presented the difficulty of deciding whether the small 
acrocentric chromosomes actually have arms which should be 
counted. Hayrnan and Hartin (1965) have suggested that if 
measurements of r . .hromo.sorue length are corrected for total nuclear 
D.N.lL content, t:'len a quantitative method of chromosome comparison 
co:U.l.d be developed. This method is based on the assumption that 
relativ·~ lengths o-f chrcmosomes of· different species will be in · 
the same rCl-tio as the nuclce.r D. N .A. content of these species o 
A corollary 'Jf this assumption is that D.N.A. is uniformly 
d.i.stxj_buted. · a1ong the compacted metaphase chromosoi.'1 13s. So. far, 
cy_tological studies support these assumptions. Th.e method has .. 
been applied successfully to Australian marsu:?ials .by Hayma.n and 
l~ia:rtj_n ( 1 9G9) • 
The sex chromosomes of the marsupials have.been 
extensi'lely investigated and interspecific comparisons ha.ve baen . 
.mode (Hay:mEt.n a:np Martin 1968). Some important observations on 
phylogenetic trends have been made, but the fuil significance of 
these studies is. st:ill unk11ovm. 
SECTION 
ORIGIN OF AUS'IRf.,.Lii;N MARSUPIALS 
... ; _· 1 \ .. 
....... ORIGIN OF HLRSUPIALS 
Re la tionshiµs of f:larsupia~s to Other Mammals 
llustralia is unique in the vmrld in h2.ving an 
extensive mirsupial fauna, and a limited radiation of placental 
mammaJ.s. I:farsupials are. not restricted to Austra.lia ho ~·10ver, 
and.there a.Fe some sixty endemic species in North and South 
America. 'i'fae American marsupials consist.of the Didelphiclae, 
a!ld the Caenolestidae •. The didelphids are a fairly diverse 
·group containing forms such. as the aquatic· Chironectes, the vO.le 
. . 
,. li.ke , 1fonodelpbts c.~_nd the arboreal· 8le:no:ria. T.he G0.e~o_lcstids 
(seven species) .'lre generalised shrev1 like marsupi.s.ls whi:-:::-1 D.re 
now restricted to the Andean temperate.rain forests from 
Venezuela to Southern Chile (Hj_rshkovi tze, 1972). 
1i'lfle origin of marsupials has .long been a subject of 
speculation.. In 1880 H.m~ley divided the mammals in-to tln·8e 
groups; the Prototheria of which only the monotremcs hc.ve 
survived, the Metatheria and the Eutheria. He considered that 
the Prototheria were ancestral to .the Hetatherio. whJ_ch in t~i_:cn 
gave :ciso to the Eutheria. 'rhis oelief stimulated !l'luch eo.rly 
work on the anatomy and physiology of the ma_rsupials in the hope 
that it wou.1.d enlighten understanding of the evolution of the 
placental n!~mnals . (I:fa.~kenzie l 918) •. 
Sine e then this theory has been discredj_ ted. The 
monotremes have been conclusively ruled out of the ~arsupial 
ancestry (Kermack 1963, 1967)0 It is now thought that the 
monotremes have been separated from the main line of L1c3It1i:'"iCl.lian 
evolution since before the development of the thed.o.. Studios 
of· the teeth of the upper Trici_.ssic Morgo.nucodon ancl. compu.r:i .. '->on 
/ 
2 
v1ith the vestigal dentition of Ornithor;ynchus imp.ly that monotremes 
may be related to this early type (Hills 1971). 
The marsupials and the eutherians are thought to have 
sha~ced a com:::on ances·cor and an analysis of the features of each 
group reveals some characteristics held in common, some 
characteristics uniq~e to each group and others wh~ch have evolved 
convergently in each group. That the ma.rsupials are taxonomically 
distinct from the ~utherians can be shown by a brief summary of 
their differ8nces. Comparisons of homolog.J us characters are 
frequently used in forming theories concerning the evolution and 
orj.,::~i~ of each group. 
~~he Brain 
In .ri-:arsupia1s the s-'.-ructure of the accessory optic 
tract resembles that of the reptiles and birds, a more primitive 
condition ths.n the.t found in the Eutheria. (Lillegraven 1969). 
The brain of marsupials ag:rees <vi th the basic structure expected 
in .the Ther:La, houever eutherians possess a corpus calla.sum VIhich 
joins and permits the integration of information between the 
left and right [lemispheres. The marsupial brain lacks this but 
does have a much weaker interhernisnherical connection in the 
-~- -
forrn of the ai1terior corn.misure in the polyprotodont marsupials. 
The diprotodont marsupials have the fascius abberans which is a 
structure functi.onally analo.gous to the corpus callo.sum. It has 
been suggested that the absence of a coruus calloswn i.n the 
- . . ~ . 
polyprotodont marsu~ials is the readon for their somewhat inferior 
abilities of sensory integration in comparison viri th placental 
mammals. (Tyndal e-Biscoe 1 973, p ~ 205). 
3 
·The Skull 
Comparisons of th~ morphology of the tympanic bulla 
of marsupials and placentals reveals t:cat in the marsupials, the 
floor of the bulla i~ covered· either partiatly'ot. cb~pletely by 
a "tympanic wing 11 of thf, allisphenoid. rrhis is not seen in 
eitherians, bowev~r the coridition seen in didelphoids and cert~i11 
liptophylous insectivores in~ica.tes that a sti,uc tura.l ancesto'r 
common to both Marsupialia and I~sectivo1,a. may have occurred soon 
after the evolution of the mammalian a.uditory syste!ll (Ride i 962). 
Other features of the auditory system a1·e si:mila:c in both 
mn.rsup:!.als and placentals. 
Eet.s.bolic Rate 
A basic difference between the marsupials and the 
placentals is the lower metabolic rato of m~rsupials as measured 
by o2 consumption. Davrnon and Hulbert ( 19'('0) have summarised the 
metabolic rates 6f terrsstrial vertebrates and have shown that 
ea8h group of homeotherms has its own characteristic leve1 which 
is positively associated with body temperature, see rrable ~1 o. · 
These diff~rences are thought to indicate that each grou~ acquired 
a. different metabolj_c level L1 acliieving bomsotbgrrny. 
Recently, the theory that the development of homeothern;y 
.. occurred independently in the mammals and birds has been challeng8d 
by Bakker (1975) •. He £1as argued that homeotherrcy was achieved in 
the dinosaur ar!cestors of the lines leading to the mammal.:; and 
Reproduction 
· The most outstanding differences between marsupials and 
_... .... · -·~··-· .. 
eutherians are concerned with their mode~ of reproduction~ The 
marsupials, characteristically, have short gestation folloned 
by the birth of a selectively well devoldped young with, findin~ 
l 
.! 
- - l Reptile:::; Mammals -· Birds 
Lizards Monotremes Marsupja"!.s :!!;t;. the rj_ans Non- Passerines 
Passerines· 
Body Temperature oc 30 30 35.5 38 39.5 40.5 
. 
Standard Metabolism 
kJ/kgo.75/day 31 .4 142.3 207.'7 288.8 347. l.j. 598.5 
Standard Metabolism 
at 38°c· 81 • 6 259.5 259.5 288.8 ' 301 .4 447.1 
-
'I.1able 1 ~ Comparison of Standard Metabolism of terrestri~l vertebrates (aft~r Daw~on and 
Hulbert 1970). 
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j_ ts way . to the mother's· pouch, completes its development attached 
to one of the tec;,ts. In ei the1·ian mammals gestation is long and 
at birth. the infant is comparatively large and generally well 
developed. Dhen the young marsupial is sufficiently developed 
tb first leave the pouch it approximates the stage of development 
of the new born placentci_l mammalo Both placentals and marsupials 
suckle t:heir new born or newly e!ilerged pouch young u.ntil weaning 
is. complete. 
The arrangement~ of the u~ogential ducts are basic to 
the differences in reproduction. Understanding of these 
d:i.fferences j_s facilitated by a consideration of de·..relop:rnent of 
the urogenital ducts. 
In tl1e lovrer V-ertebra tes, the Wolffian (or Pronepbris) 
ducts grow ~osteriorly to make contact with the proctodeum and 
become the main tlrinary ducts as well as the conveyors of sper~ 
from the testes. The MUllerian ducts grow in association with 
the Wolffian ducts to become the oviducts. Both ducts, Wolffian 
a.ri·'i l'!t'.lleri::;_n, open dorsally in tc the urogeni tal sinus. In the 
mamma:1s a metanephric kidney and ureter' develop in the late 
ernbryc posterior to the meE:onephros as an outgrowth from the 
Wolffic.r1. du.et. Sutsequently, the Wolffia.'.1 duct becomes solely 
a genital duct. The u~eter migrates to the ventral part of the 
urogenital sinus in order ·~o open directly into the bladder. 
There &re two possible routes which the ureters can 
take in order to become ventral •. Firstly, they can pass beb'J9en 
the. "geni tD.l duet~ vrhich is the case in the marsupials or, 
secondly, they can pass out~ide the g~nital ducts, Which is the 
case in eutherians. Thus, in the eutherians the Wolffian ducts 
must loop over the ureters in order to reach the descended testc:.s 
and the Mtillerian ducts are free to fuse in the midline to form · 
a single median vagina. In the fuarsupials however, fusion of 
. :·: ..... 
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the MUllerian ducts is imp~ded by the ureters and the two lateral 
vaginas must loop around them in order to form the median vaginal 
sinus. See· Fig. 1. 
The e~gs of marsupials share several characteristics 
wi:~h the monotreme:s. They are large and surrounded by a shell 
membrane and· a layer of albumen. The outer shell membrane is 
retained for a large part of gestation in some marsupialso In 
the placentals, eggs have.little or no albumen or yolk and the 
shell msmbrane is absent, they are sm~ller than those of 
. 1 marsupia .... s o 
Hormonal control of the estrous cycle_is thought to 
be the same in both marsupials and placentals (Sharma~ 1965). 
The major' hormonal diffore~ces betweer.. the two groups becomes 
apparent during pregnancy. In marsu:;?ials gestation cannot endure 
beyonc'l the end of the secretary 9hase of the 'estl'ous c~'8le. 
Intrauterine development of the embryo concentrates on preparing 
j_f for tt.e ,jou~~ne~:· to the pouch and survival once there. 
Therefore the foreli~bs and sucking apparatus are well developed. 
The .lungs.are partially developed and it is assumed that some 
respiration takes place acrosa th0 moist skin. Other fu~ctional 
structures are still very rudimentary. 
In the placentals ~estation is tolerated beyond the 
limits of an· estrous cycle. This occurs because of the secretio:::i 
of placental hormones, the continue.tion of progesterone sec1·.3tion 
by the corpus luteum and the prolongation of the endometrial 
secretary phase beyond the non pregnant time of regression. 
This allows time for the formation of placental membranes and 
extended intrauterine development of the embryo (see Fig. 2). · 
At the end of gestation the mars~pial embryo is born 
via thi median pseudo-vaginal canal which forms betTieen the 
median vag~nal sinus and urogenital sinus. In some species this 
7 
Marsupial Eutberian 
Sexually Indifferent Stage 
\:.1\----Wo l ff, 0" cl ... e.+------+-.,,-: 
J--'ff----rvi~ II e ri a n cl u.d 
I 
.:A .. ·d··, ... St.., r!'e 
U. ·L I, "-'·(·, 
· _\es~eS---------
.--------
and Eutherians (adapted from Sharman 1965). 
canal is formed ane·,,v for each parturitior;, in others it becomes 
permanent ~fter the first birth. In placentals, birth is by way 
of the median vagina. 
The Pouch 
The pouch found in most female marsupials is ccnsidered 
to be homologous to the labia majora of the vulva of eutherian 
feina.les and equivalent to the male scrotal sac (Lillegraven 1969). 
The scrotum of n;.ale marsupials is anterior to the penis, but v1ith· 
the exception of the lagomorphs is ple.ced poste!.'i.or to the penis 
in .. eutherians. · 
Epinubic Bones 
Most marsupials possess e. pair of epipubic bones. 
They are present in both sexes of all marsupials except fo~ the 
extinct South American Boryl'!aenids. It has been suggested by 
jcillison (1945) that the epipubic bones are homologous with the 
male baculum and· the female os cli toridis of the plac e!'ltals. 
. ~. 
Marsupial 
Time 
Fig~ 2. Hormonal control of estrous,ciycle and pregnancy in 
marsupials and placentals. 
(After L\lle.j fcl 11e n 1 . I <1 b Gt) . 
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Importance of Dental Characte~s 
In considerations of evolution, great emphasis is 
·always placed on development and modification of varj_cus_ features 
of dentition: 1rhe l,eason for this is twofold. Firstly, teeth, -
their nuruber and morphology, refl•~ct evolutionary adaptations made 
- bs a!1imals i.n f3C) fc:.r· as -diet and the ac q_u.iring 0 f -food are. 
co1'-cerned. Secondly, _tectb and jaw fragments ar_e the most 
frequently founcJ_ fossil fragments. 
In the evolution -of the Theri~ one of the most important 
events has been U·e development of the tr:i_bcsphenic type c-f' · 
dentition. This is chc;_rac teriseci. ~JY upper YiiO lars of tria.ngi:lar -
. OCClusa·~ OU"':li:oe With a dj_stinct protocone alld bipar·tite lOV..'C'r 
molars consisting of an anterior s~ction, th~ trigo~id, , and a 
po~terior b~sined heel, the talohid which receives the prototone _ 
of the upper molar. See fig. 3. 
. ~ - . 
upper 
ffil)lar 
lower ma lo.r 
trigonid 
protocone 
upper and lowEr teeth ilJ. 
occlusion 
Fig. 3. 1l'ribosphenic den ti tiort found in Pappotheriurn . 
{after Clemens 1968). 
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The_tribosphenic dentition is an adaptation of that 
found in the Jurassic pantotheres which only permits shearing c.r.· 
food. The tribosphenic dentition permits 1oth shea1·ing and 
crushing. rhis combination of characters is ~dvantageous to 
both omnivorous and predaceous mammals. As-both primitive 
marsupials and eutherians have similar tribosphenic dent:i_ tion 
it has baen suggested that this dentition was found in the 
;;.- common ancestor. A.egialodon from the lower Cretaceous ... of 
Er1gland has a primitive form of tribosphenic dentition ar..d appears 
to be a structural intermediate betv1een tha molar form found. in · 
early mam:..."11.als such as Pappotherillli and the eup.::l!ltotheres s"J.ch as 
Peramus whi~h la.eked tribosphenic dentiUon (Cle~1ens 1968) • 
. 
The dental formulae and modes of to.oth replacement 
·are also used to taxonomic purpose. • The unreduced dental for1Eula 
or marsupials is four molars, . three premolars, one canine and 
. ' 
five· upper and four lower incisor.s. Normal tooth replacement only 
occurs in the most posterior premolar. In e~therians it is three 
· molars, four premolars, one canine and three upper and lowe~ 
incisors. All of these except the most anterior premolar and 
the three mcilars are ~eplaced in the adult (Ziegler 1971). 
Evolutionary changes are reflected. in cb~r.:.ges in J.ei1ta1 
formula, though Zj_egler believes that increase in tooth number 
does not occur in the antemolar region. Thtis modificiations to 
. incisor and premolar formulae are reduc~ions, though both 
increa.se and reduction has ocicurred at the posterior end in 
·molar formulae of mammals o. 
1 1 
Fossil Evidence 
Be~ause the Australian fossil record extends hack only 
as far as the Oligocene (Tedford et al, 1975) it is necessary 
to look elsewhere .for fossil evidence relevant to the origins of 
marsupials. 
Th~ oldest possibly marsupial £ossils were found in 
North America frcm mid Cretaceous deposits in Texas. Slaug.hter 
(1971) has described t.hree important types of the tribospbet1:i..c 
grade of den.tal evolution from t110 Butler farm deposits. 'I'heso 
are :pappotheri um naterSOQi' Haloc lemensic:~ texana' and Kerri-:;:i_c kio. 
texana. 
Haloclemensia texana was identified as a marsupial on 
the baais of a well developed stylar cusp in the 'c' position on 
the -,~pper molars, incipient twinning of the entoconj_d 2.nd 
hypoconulid and the increased size of the me tac one. Pappotherhun 
nattersoni is referr~d to the eutherian Insectivcra because of 
the presence of a well developed cusp on the metacrista, which 
does riot occur in marsupj_als, and the indication of a sequence 
. . . . 
0f ernption of permanent premolars from back to front. · Ttis 
sequence of eruption ,is seen to occur in ccrtai!"l enther:Lar: 
insectivores. 
Kerrnackia is described as being an iJ1termediate form 
bet~7een types. su<:h as_ Holo.c.lemensia and Pappotheriurn and ei. therian 
known as trinity molar type 6 which appears tb b~ intermediate 
between certain pantotheres and prhi1i tive mammals of mete.therian 
eutherian grade. 
Slaughter·concludesthat thGse forms show that 
considerable specialisation in the marsupial and eutherian lines. 
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had taken place by this time in spite of their close proximity .· 
to the point of diverg~nce of r·1etatheria and Eutheria. 
The affinity between the earli~st marsupials and the 
insectiveres is suppor·ted by Ride' s {1962) observations on t:he 
foniiaticin of the tyrnpanic bullae. 
~ . . . ; . 
~ i ',,. _ •• -:- 4 •• 
. . lt has been pointed out by Clemens (1971) that while 
,)laughter 1: s conclusion is warranted on the ta.sis of the 
avaj_.lable e·vidence; the possibility still remains that the teeth 
upon whj_ch hj_R ·.::onclusj_on is based could have come from animals 
which were not in the direct line of marsupial or et:.therian 
-
evolution. ft is possi~le that th8y formed part of an adaptive 
. . 
radiation of additional types with the tribosphenic grade of 
,,. . ~~ ; ., . 
dental. evolution. See also Turnbull (1971). 
• : ~ ' ·~· I._, 
Support for Lillegraven's theory has come from Kielan-
J;w~~o~ska's (1975) finding that early eutherians from Mongolia 
show indications of having marsupial epipubic bones. Also ~tud~es 
of the sha.pe of ·the pelvis in these animals suggests that the 
neonate'was quite small compared with modern eutherians. It 
~eems possible that the early eutherians retained this aspect of 
marsupial reproduction. 
Dental Evidence 
Z:iegler (1971) proposed a phylogeny o.f: the or~£in of 
mammals and the marsupial placental split based on derivations 
of dental formulae and tooth replacement patterns. This 
phylogeny is summarised in fig. 4 • 
To. 
Marsupials 
•• ..,., I/"·~ 
• ... • r • 
It 3 t I .J l I ~ff.I~ I 
• • •-tJ-r~ :~~ 
-·.;· 
Alpha don 
ORDER 
PANTOTHERIA 
. 
iTO 
.):lslcentals 
infracla;1ss .. · .·' 
1uthe1·ia ·· 
. ': 
13 
/appothOritm' 
Per am us 
"Ampitterium 
Fig. !f. Diagrari1 of sugge·sted dental formula differentiation 
/ 
in the main line of ear.ly Therian evolution (modified 
.. 
after Ziegler, 1971 and Slaughter, 1971). 
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Reuroductive I·~viclence 
On the basis of comparisons of reproduction in extant 
forms, three conflicting arguments have been _put forward. 
concerning the origin of marsupic:i.ls and the marsupial eiltheris.n 
diehotomy. 
The view that the marsupials evolved from mammals v1itJ.1 
a eutherian type ~f reproduction has been proposed by Kean 
et al (1961). It vvas suggested that the. eutherian median vagina 
. . 
became reduced in the marsupial line as the neonate became 
smaller. It then follow~d th~t the lateral va5inaa evolved as 
seminal ducts. 
I!! a study on repr0duction in Tri-::::hosurus· ~zgl peculo., 
Kean et al e.xamined the formation of the pseudo-vagi:1al canal. 
They found that the formation of the birth canal is commenced 
early in pregnancy. It i~ usually unlined but in acme indi~iduals 
it carried a vrnll developed epithelium which was columnar 
anteriorly, derived from the median vaginal sac, and stratified 
squam.ous posteriorly. It is argued that while appearing to 
organise the formation of the birth canal it forms no prot0ctive · 
functi.on (bleeding being controlled by peri.:phersJ_ :p1aceme~t of 
blood vessels during parturition) and there was no evidence to 
suggest that it aided parturition in any. v1ay. 
The lateral vaginae appear to have the same lihi~g and 
the same derivation e.s the median canal. The difference is that 
the lateral canals become clogged durihg pregnancy. 
"· \ 
Kean et al concluded that the presence.of ~pithelial -
lining of the median vagina is unnecessary and possib~y 
obstructive during parturition. It certainly retards closure 
of the canal after birth. Hence it was argued that the 
e-pi\he.li:al lin:Lng is vestigal in the possum rather than 
15 
rudimentary and the macropods and other marsupials with a 
~~~:;pl_a~ently lined birth canal. illustrate an evolutionary stage 
I 
wh:Lch _has been almost suppressed in Trichosurus • 
.• '.i. i. 
_ ~-c,-· .. . flribryological evidence for this vierv 
\..• ,.., ...... _. .... ... ! ~ > 
is not 
supportive (Kean 1964). 
·· . .J t.. ••. : .. 
. Lillegraven (1969) has argued that the eutherian3 
· (. 0 11 c· ~: l' l l·C .:. :. 
could have evolved fro:rr: a primitive marsupial type of ancestor. 
- .r.·.~·~ .. '• ~. ~ 
Once again arguing from reproductive features, he suggested that 
the.,, forma.tj_on of the median vagina in eutherians came about as 
- •.'-.... ; .. , ·.· 
a ~esult of prolonged gestation and the formation af large 
•_.. ~~I - •: •'. • ~~ - •; • • , 
em"Q.ryo_s. He points out that the et:. therian con di tio!l could. not 
·- ._, •...... . 
have evolved until the basic hormonal pathways leading to the 
:,.·_ •• .i_ -..:. . •.• ...... .. . 
~xtension of gestation had be~n developed. Since hormonal control 
. . ~ _. . 
·V J - , ..: __ "'- , r •• 
-
of. the estrous cycle is-essentially the same in marsupials and 
( .... ~ ·'w ;,_ ~ . -~' L. . ' . 
eutherians, the eutherians could have specialised and developed 
from u-;:is rr.o!'6 primitive condition. Once the avaj.lability of an 
\ 
ext~ndea secret0ry phase of the estrous cycle had evolved the 
. · .. :_,:_ 
stage would be set for the early development of placental 
membranea at the expense of the deve1opment of the embryo. 
The fundamental difference.in the embryological laying 
... 
. . do\vn of- the urogential ducts in marsupi-::i.ls and eutherians has··· /. --. __ .... - .. 
been explained earlier in this thesis. Lillegraven considers 
I 
.that this difference is not profound and that the eutherian 
\. 
co~aition could ~asily have co~e about by a unique direction of 
.r..,,. . .: .... 
v..:. ,,.; . 
· growth of the uteric bud and by ~ore complete fusion of the 
MUile~ian ducts following selection favouring a muscular, single 
median birth c~na~ to cope with the birth of a larger neonatus. 
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Because of the extent of the eutherian :radiation which 
is apparent from fossil records from the late Cretaceo~s 
(Lillegre:1ven 1969) he belj_eves that the eu.theri.ans must have 
diverged from the ancestral marsupial stock in the ea~ly 
Cretaceous. 
The third argument concerning the origin of marsupial 
evolution has been raised by Sharman (1 970).. H.e has suggested 
that it is equally probable that marsupials. and eu th2rians hc-:v.3 
. 
hidepenciently evolved viviparity from an ovtparous ancestor. 
Contrary to Lillegraven 1 s belief fuat the fundamental 
differences between the two modas of reproduction arc not extreme, 
Sharman suggests that many features of marsupial reproduction are 
unique and not lirectly related to any features found in eutherian 
repr~iuction. Re citcc the foimation 0f the blastocyst j~ring 
embryo1og=i_ca1 development. This ble.stocyst is of a type peculiar 
to marsupials and in.certain macrupods it underg~es a unique type 
of embryonic diapause. 
Since the chromosomal determination of sex is 
C8nerally the sane in both marsupials and eutherians, Sh&rman 
believes that this feature was inherited from the commun encsator. 
All ·marn:1:otls exhibit an extrous cycle wi tb a secretory 
phase. If', as Kerrnack ( 1965) has suggested, t:be monotremes have 
bGe11 RG~;'.Y.u·ate froEJ 1I.1herian line since before the euthe1·ian 
mar_SUi'Jie.1 split, then the secretary phase is probably a pre-
thorian developr,10nt. '11he secretary phase is not necessarily 
associated with viviparity sin~e the mon0treme egg undergoes a 
small amount of embryonic development during its passage through 
the oviduct and absorbs uterine fluid· (Hill 1941). Sharman 
further points out that the hormones estrogen· and progeaterone 
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ar·e found throughout the vertebrates though progesterone may 
function as a hormone only in mammals. 
When it is remembered that viviparity occurs in all 
vertebrate groups except the birds, the possibility of a 
separate evolution of viviparity i11 the marsupials appea1·s. to 
be not unlikely on general grounds. 
Of the three possibili.b.es, Kean' s proposal that the 
marsupials evolved from a cutheriun type ancesto~ seems the most 
unlikely. If, those marsupials havj.ng a permane1yt:1y lined 
median vagina ire the most primitive, then we should expect that 
this structure would be indicated ir. the e:mbryonic deve1Qpmen t 
. ....,. __ 
of the urogenital tract. This is not .the cise and the median 
vagina only forms prior to the first parturition by re~organiaation 
o: the tissues betwoen the median vaginal sinus and thci urogen~tal 
sinus. 
In the rnacropods and other marsupials which only bear 
a single young, the incidence of su.:.;cessful fertilisaU.on, intra-
uterine survival and pouch survival are comparatively higher than 
in eutherians. It app~ars therefore that the· reduction ~n the 
number of 2ggs shed has becu accoiupanied by .the development of 
more efficierit methbds of intra~uterine care of the embryo and 
post-natal care of th<:: p::)Uched younr, (Sharman 1965). 1fl1e 
permanently formed pseudo~vaginal canal generally occurs in 
fcm_ales of marsupj_al species which produce only one young at a 
time. (Sharman 1965, Sharman et al 1966, Tynda1e-Biscce 1965). 
It Eeems unlikely that se1ection would favour the less efficient 
reproduction seen in dasyurids and did0lphids Tihere many young 
are born and high pouch mortalj_ ty occi.frs (Enders 1 966) • 
"' 
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Of the other two theories, we will probably never 
know from paleontological evidence exactly what type of 
reproduction v1as found in the common ancestor. However, Sharman' s 
proposal does assume a simpler evolutionary process in the 
derivatiori of the urogenital tracts of marsupials and e~therians. 
As the hormonal control of the estrous cycle was probably 
established in tbe common ancestor· which could have been oviparous, 
as are the monotremes, then it is simpler to derive the ma.rsupj_al 
' 
urogeni tal tract from the .basic l"eptilian form and similarly the 
eutherian one, than to firstly evrilve the marsupial arrangement 
and then r&verse this arrangemeht to conform to eutherian 
requirements. 
Paleoecolcgy 
During the late Cretace:o.us the marsupials under1!'{ent a. 
wide radiation in North America, with at least thirteen species 
r~presenting five genera having been found in fossil deposits 
( CJ,.emens 1 968) • · 
It has b~en suggested (Clemens 1971) that the ~iddla 
to late Cretace:ou.s was a time .of 0xpansion of angiospel"'m flora. 
with an associated radiation of terrestrial arthropods. ,Hecht ( 1969) 
has noted that an evolutionary radiation of frogs took place 
coi.ncident vvi th the radiation of angiosperms in the Cretace,ou3. 
This would suggest-an increase in abundance and diversity of 
terrestrial invertebrates during this time. Those insectivorous 
and omnivorous mammals whi.ch had the tribe spheric dentition would 
have been able to take advantage of this expanding foGd source. 
- The extent of: radiation of the marsupials and eu therians 
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evidenced at the close of the Cretaceo.u.s v10uld have taken place 
largely as a res~lt of the increased availability of a diet 
suit~ble to the tribospheric grade of dentition. 
Lillegraven (1969) argues. that. if the \eutherians did ;: 
evolve from a marsupial type of ancestor, then the dichoto!Ily 
must have taken place in the early Cretaceous because of the 
·extent of radiation and specialisation achieved by the end of 
the Cretaceous. 
Because of the scarcity of eutherians in the early 
Cretaceous fossil record of North .America, Lilligraven believes 
that the Eutheria evolved in Asia while the ma":-s:.A.pials underwent 
a_separatG radiation in North .America·. In support of this view 
he ~oints to the fact that once the eutherians do appear in 
abundance in the fossil record, the marsupials become very scarce. 
It appears that marsupials do not compete well with placentals 
and in fact the wide Tertiary South American. radiation of 
marsupials was overwhelmed and displaced by the placentals which 
. invaded the continent during the Pliocene. Thus Lillegraven 
maintains that the Cretaceous radiation of North Aruerican 
marsupials took place in the absence of eutherians. 
Li~legraven a.rg.ues that the. eutherians rec:tched the 
North An1erican continent towards the end of the Crotaceous. Of 
~he e~tensive radiation of marsupials which was apparent in the 
late Cretaceous, only Alpbadon survived the widespread extinct~ons 
whi~h took place at this time. 
The Asian fossil beds of the lower Cretaceou.s ba-.re 
produced one type, Endotherium; which has the tribosphenic type 
of dentition which is thought to have evolved in the ancestors 
of the Theria. (Kermack Lees and Mus.Set, 1965) •. Hore recently, 
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Butler and Kielan-Jaworowska (1973) have suggest8d that 
Del tatheridium from the late Cretaceous Djad.okhta Formation of 
Mongolia may in fact be a marsupialo In.this case it appears 
that migration of marsupials from North America to Asia may hav8 
taken place. 
The Paleocene fauna of North America contains two 
genera of ma~supials, Peradectes and Thylacodon, both of which 
are apparently descended from A.lphadon (Clemeris 1968). It is 
considered (plemens 1968, Simpson 1945 and others) that 
Alphadon is ancestral to both the South .American and Australj_an 
radiations. 
Whilst Lillegraveh and Slaughter ogree that the placental 
marsupi&l split took place .in the early Cretaceo11s, .Slaughte:c' s 
referral of Pappotherium patersoni to the eutheria conflicts with 
Lillegraven' s view that the Eutheria arose in AGj.a. This 
discrepancy will not .be resolved until more middle Cretaceous 
deposits conta_ining mammalian fossils are found. 
Summary (see Fig. 5 ) 
The marsupials are seen to share certain charac teri st1.c s 
with the eu therians. Other features_ are unique tc the marsri.pials 
whilst certain other features are seen to be primitive or 
reptilian. 
Fossil evidence indicates an early Cretacea..us origin 
for the mar~mpials and the eU:the:rians (Slaughter 1971 ) • 
Dental evide~c~ suggests that the marsupials.and 
placentals are derived from a pantotherian type of ancestor ~ith 
a dental formula of five upper and four lower incisors, one 
canine, four premolars and up to sev~n molars. This ancestor also 
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had complete replacemeht of the intisors, canines and premolars 
(Ziegler 1971). The common ancestor evolved the tribosphenic. 
type of dentition common to both marsupials and placentals 
(Clemens, 1 968) • 
Th~ee theories concerning the evolution of marsupial 
reproduction have been proposed~ 
Kean ( 1 961, 1 964.) has suggested that marsupial re pro auction 
is a modification of eutherian reproduction follov..ring reduct:Lon j_n 
the size of :the neonate and length of gestation. This theory is 
riot ~upport~d by embryological evidence (Kean 1964). 
Lillegrnven (1969) has argued that the ancestorc of 
the marsupials and eutherians possess~d a primitive marsupial 
type of rep~oduction. He is· supported by recent findings of· 
Kielan-lTavmrowska ( 1975) of the possible presence of ep:_\pubic 
bones in pr:i.mitive· eutherians together with a peJ.vio of such a. 
shape as to permit t~e birth of only a very small neonate. 
Sharman ( 1971 ) suggested that marsuy,ials an ii eu the1·:La:i.s 
. . 
may have evolved their separate reproductive systems from an 
07iparous &.ncestor. It is argued that the differences bet..-reen 
the two modes of reproduction are profound e.nd Sharman s-..;_ggests 
·that the ho1~monal control of. the estrous cycle ::;ou.ld have b·~en 
~eveloped in an oviparous ancestor. 
The radiation of marsupials during the late Cretaceous 
would have been prompted by the expan~ion of angiosperms ~t that 
tinfe .. which led to an increase in abundance a.nd diversity of 
terrestrial· anthropods. The insect~ vorous and ornni vorous r;lamL':als 
with tribosphenic dentition would hav~ been able to exploit this 
expanded foe~ source (Clemens 1968, 1971). 
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Lillegraven (1969) has suggested that the marsupials 
radiated in isolation in North America and that the placentals 
developed in Asia.. After· the placentals reached North .America 
towards the· end of the C:r;-etaceo.us, the mar2upj.als became almost 
J 
extinct beriause of their inability to compete with the eutherians. 
Of the Hide rc:.diation of marsupia1s in North America, 
only Alph~don survived the extinctions which occurred at the end 
. of the Cretaceous. It·· is Alphadon or a. closely. re1ated genus 
which is considered to have been ancestral to the Australian and 
·South· American radiations of marsupials .(Clemens 1968; Simpson 
194.5)" 
--· ·-
.:... 
Fig. 5 • 
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Summary of Early Marsupial Evolu~ion 
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DI.SPBR.SAL OF EARSUPIALS 
South American m.a..csupial fossils fj_rst appear in the 
late Paleocene together with edentales and ungulates~ Pattorsen 
and Pascu~l (1972) have reported some teeth from late Cretaceous· 
' 
deposits which appear to be marsupial. 
The diversification.of Mammals in the late Pal0ocene 
suggests that the ancestors actually reached South America 
somewhat earlier proba~1y in the late Cretaceous or ea.rly · 
Paj.eocene. 1f1hey appear to be derived from existing North American 
forms and it has been assumed that they reached South America. 
acro~s a water barrier which excluded other forms contemporaneous 
with the:.1 in North America (Darlin,ston 1957, Patterson c•nd Pascual 
1972). 
Once established in South .Al11erica, the niar.supials 
radiated into insectivore, carnivore and to a lesaer extent, the 
.· rodent ac.aptive zones. Upper Paleocene deposits have yielded 
13 genera o~ Didolphids, the central stock of the m2.r2upials. 
The didel·phidae are very likely derived from Alphadon of tha 
. . . 
upper Cretaceous of Horth America, or some closely related 
fo1·m. 
Fig·.- 6 is a sunllilary of the marsupial radiation in 
South .Ame~ica. 
The carnivorous marsµpials have developed widely in 
the abs<:mce of competition from large· placental carnivores.. The 
.~ryhaenida~ paralleled the Australian radiation of the Dasyuricl.s 
and produced a form, Thyla:cosmilius vrhich converged the Sabre 
toothed cats to a remarkable extent. In the Pliocene the 
Panamanian connection between· North and Soutb. A..'11erica was 
complE?ted •. This led to an influx of· types from North Jm1erica, 
notably the carni.vores which Patterson and Pascual consider to 
be responsible largely for the extinction of the Boryhaenidae 
e.nd al.so possibly of the more carnivorous didelpbids . 
.Some of the didelphids ra.diated into Horth America 
after the formation of the Panamania.n isthmus and today their 
range extends up to Anta1·ctic.'a . 
. Tl1e South American n:arsupial fauna· is presently 
restricted to a wide variety of didelphids and small isolated 
populations of caenolestids (Patterson and Pascual 1972). 
The· relevance of the South Amer:i.can marsupial radiation 
to Av.stralia is that it presents a possible pathway from 
South America to Austra.lia via Antarctica, for the 2.ncestors of the 
Austraiian :marsupials. Data from studies of Continental drift 
indicate that Australia was connected to eastern Antactica until 
the Eacene (some 50myBb). South f-·ne-~i Ca \''"'S rcr•-'-a-' nl,,· ·=> • "2-.-.+. 
-- J-l..J...... .L _._ ., c.;.;,, _. ~ l,; J_ - J '~- .!::" ·_J. v. 
of Gendvmn8.land and is thought to .have ·separe.tecl. frorn 1/iest. 
Antarctica as late as the Paleocene (Smith et al 1973). There 
'is no evidence of ma.mma1 (apart from bats) colinization of 
New Zsaland until the recent.introduction of certain types by 
man. There was a veri wide bird radiation with the flig~ten Moas 
9c cupying. to adaptive z.ones ·of' ·m&lnmalian browsers. e.lsevihere. 
The absence of· mammals in Nevr·.Zealand s.uggests that the· r:.1arsupials 
•, . . . . ' . . 
nmst have reached Australia after New Zealand became separat.:::d 
from Antarctica some 80 million years ago (Rich 1975 p. 66). 
If An tare tic 3. was involved in the dispersal of mamn1als 
bebveen Southern Continents, lhen. it vmuld need to have been 
".L.'l, "-'-'l .·., ., t•• sui~ao. y nospi~ao. e a~ ~ne re~evan ~1mes. Oxygen isotope data 
reveal that climates at :1ighe1· latitudes were not .severe in the. 
early Tertiary (Keast 1972). 
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Summary of .the Viarsupial I-{adiation j_n South America. 
.:' 
{After Patterson and. Pascual, 1972) +indicates. extinction. 
2? 
11h0re is evidence (i'-'Iargolis and Kennet 1970) that 
Antc:.rc tica_ i.-ras gl.3.ciated du1~irg the lower Eocene to Oligocene 
period. The evidence has been questioned by workers such as 
Fitzpatrick and Srnim1erson (1971). It appears that Antarctica 
the ea.rly Tertiary 
(Darlington 1965, Crariwell 1964). 
No Tertiary or indeed Cretaceous vertebrate fossi.ls 
have been found in Antarctica. Triassic deposits have revealed 
the presence of therapsid reptiles such as Lystrosaurus e...."'1d 
"'1'~ i'l n·-' sc o a· ;.._ n .1. ____ c, u_ (Colbert 1971, Elliot et al 1970) • 
Tbe li.terature cOncerning the evidence for ah Antarctic 
dispersal route bas been reviewed by Smith (1974), and he·h~s 
--,.,J-,~"":::::e11-t-.Pd_ a co·1"1'-1J1 e·i'"' }'1 ',-l_J_ o rT""'r-n· v _ v~ ..... - 1..:.. -L v ...... ~.1_._;..J. - ei.L 0.j~ v' • 
If continental drift did occur as.recently as is now 
beli~ved, then tbe earlier theory (Simpson 1961, Darlington 1957, 
1965) of a northern entry of marsupials into Australia from 
As"5.a, rnnst be discounted. 
,. 
. . 
SECTION 2 
THE ATJSTHALIAN HADIATION · 
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'EHE AUS'I'PJ'._LIAN Rl\DIATICN 
Classification of Major Groups of Marsupials 
before proceeding with an exaµination of the phylogeny . 
of the Australian· marsupials it j_s necessary to point out that 
there is no universally accepted classification. 
Simps~n (1945, 1970) placed all marsupi~ls in a single 
order, ~arsupialia, within the infraclass Metatheri~. He 
described six superfamilie?, three of them American forms and 
three Australian. 
.. , . Ride (1964), argued that by analogy with the accepted 
orders of Eutheriari mammals there should be more than one order 
of marsupials. He proposed four orders within the super order 
Ma.rsupia.lia. 
Turnbull (1971) accepted Ride(s classification but on 
a higher level he referred the marsupials to the infraclass 
.. 
Eu theria. Thus Turnbull abandoned the use .o_f the na1T!e 
lvEetatheria '(Huxley' 1880), by proposing. that three cohorts of tbe 
:r •. 
. Euther:La should be 'recognised Tribosphenata, Earsupiata 
and .. Placenta ta. ·Turnbull proposed the cohort Tribosphenata 
tb·accbmmodate the ~rinity Therians which he believes to be of 
a g~ade which ca~ncit be. described as either Marsupial or Placental. 
Kirsch (1968a, 1975) has proposed a classification 
based largely on the reshlts of serological studies, he has 
divided super order Marsupialia into three orders which are 
synonymous with Ride's orders except for the fact that Ride's 
Order· Pera.rnelina is included in the order Polyprotodonta as 
super Ja.mlly Peramelemorphia. The implications of this difference 
are important and will be discussed in a later section • 
. -
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A summary of the major classifications still in use 
is given in Table 2 . 
Table 2. 
Turnbull (1971) 
Kirsch (1968) 
Ride ( 1 964) 
Simpson ( 1 9'7-5" 1 97.0) 
Sb. C. · Prototheria 
.Sb o C. 
In.C. 
Coo 
Co. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
Co. 
Sp.O . 
o. 
Sb .o.· 
Sb.O. 
Sb.O. 
o. 
,Sp. F.· 
o. 
Sp.F. 
Sp.F. 
Sp.F. 
Sp.O. 
o. 
o. 
o. 
o .. 
Sp.F. 
Sp. F.· 
Sp.F. 
. Sp. F. 
Sp.F. 
. Theria 
Eutheria 
Tribosphenata 
Harsupiata 
Marsupicarnivora 
Peran1elina 
Paucituber~ulata 
Diprotodonta 
Placenta ta 
Marsupialia 
.. Polyprotodonta 
Didelphimorphia 
Dasyuromorphia 
Perarnelemornhia 
Paucituberc~lata 
Caenolestoidee. 
Diprotodonta 
Vombatoj_dea · 
n1;1"'l"'n'5'"'""0i de"' J.. CA· LA O .._... l.. - C..i.. . 
rl'arsipedoidea 
Harsupialia 
.· :tvlarsupicarnivora 
Peramelina 
Diprotodonta 
Marsupialia 
Didelphoidea· 
Dasyuroidea · 
·Perameloidea 
Phalangeroidea 
Argyro lagoidea. 
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For the remainder of this thesis I intend to use the 
simpler classification of Ride (1964) with reference to that of 
Kirsch ~here differences occur. 
It is interesting to note here that both Kirsch and 
Ride have ignored Simpson's (1972) alte-rnative classification 
where the American and Australian marsupials have been placed 
into· separate groups. This is despite Kirsch's serological 
evidence that all Australian types ~re more closely related to 
each other than to any American forms. 
Evolution of Marsupials within Australia 
Serological Studies (Y.i.irsch i 91;gi have revealed that 
the Austr~lian marsupials are more closely related to each other 
than to any extant American forms. '11his indicates that the 
Austra.lian radiation is monophyletic. The view that the Australic:m 
marsupials wer~ derived from ~ didelphoid raaicla comp6sed of . 
animals with dentition similar to Alphadon has been supp6rbed 
by Clemens (1968, 1971), Van Valen (1969), Simpson (1948, 1971) 
and· Ride (1964). 
Simpson (1971i ~-· 43) has· stated that the primitive 
didelphids and the Primitive d~syurids.were probably barely or 
'.. - .... . 
not- distingui?hable .. · The didelphids formed the nucleus of the 
',. 
South American radiation and the d.asyurids were .ancestral to all 
Australian forms. 
The Australian radiation did not necessarily take place· 
entirely within Australia. If th~ Ma~supials did reach Australia 
via migration route such as Antarctica, then it is to be 
expected that various evolutionary adaptations should have taken 
place during dispersal. Thus it is pos~ible that a diversity of 
forms entered Australia. 
·:-. 
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Australian marsupials fall irito three structural 
groups: -
(a) polyprotodont and didactylous, 
(b) polypratodont and syndactylous, and, 
. (c) dipro.todon t and syndactylous .. 
The above grouping of the marsupial~ largely forms the. 
bisis of Hide's (1964) classificati6n.· 
The first group of polyprotodont, did~ctylous 
marsunials are represented in.Australia bv th~ dasvu~ids and the 
' - - ,J . v 
thylacinids. r:I.1hese Eli:.e included in the· order Harsupicarni vora. 
The order Pere.melina consists of all the marsupials. 
·exhibiting polyprodonty and ~yndactyly. These ~re the.·bandicoots, 
1 .. 
a small group with approximately twenty species. Kirsch ( 1 968 (b)) · 
has placed the pera1nelids together with the clasyurids in bis 
Order Po lypro to don ta. This is becau_se his serological data 
showed the peramelids to be. more similar to the dasyurids· ·than to 
the _pbalangerids. Ride () 968) however preferred to regard the 
serological similarity as a case of conservatism in ~erological 
. d1aracters .. · 
.. 
'l'he third structural group of marsupials ·which are 
. . . . . . 
dipi~otodont e.nd syridactylous constitute the Order Diprotod.onta. 
The phalarigerids, macropodids .and the vombatids belong to this 
. order together. with ihe e~tinct Wyriyardia and diprbtodontids. · 
As. well as .being dipr:6todont and synda.ctylous ·the memb.ers of 
. . . 
· this order also ·possess• a fasciculus abherans in. the forebrain 
(a condition known as duplicommissu~aly). (Abbie 1941) (see 
Section 1 ) • 
Ride' s phylogeny showing relationships of the Australi2.n 
marsupial orders· is ba:se·d on his conclusion that the .structural 
groups represent a developmental series. See Fig. · 7 
.r 
· ... Marsupicarnivora . . Diprotodonta 
Paucituberculata 
Posterior incisors reduced 
in some groups (diprotodonty) 
(Didelpl?~idea,. Bor;ybaenoid.e.a, 
· · D"1syuroidea) . Pc::rarnelina 
incisork 2...-2..Ll 
":<:: 
_./ 
f asciculus abberans 
. . .. _ developed incisors 
' In~isors reduced in 
specialised groups 
,.. primitive groups 
retain 2. 
. ~reduced to 3-1 · 
2nd. and 3rd. · . 3-1 
pedal digits . .(diprotodonty) 
. 4 , . 
· · conjoined ~(syndactyly) 
. Ancestral Marsupialia 
r::: 
. Incisors ~ 
2n~. and 3rd. digits didactylous 
no Fasc:Lcurus ,abberan.s in Jore brain 
. . 1:!.1.borap.sida . 
Fig. 7. Phylogeny of Orders of Marsupials (after Ihde 1964.). 
·vJ 
l'J 
Marsunicarnivora 
(Didelphoidea, . Bor:yhaen.oid.ea, 
. Dasyuroidea) Perarnelina 
incisorls 5 ou 
3 
Diprotodonta 
Pauci tubercule.ta 
Posterior incisors reduced 
in some groups (diprotodon~y) 
Fig. 7_ • 
-: .. 
1 • 
f asciculus abberans 
developed incisors 
·Incisors reduced j_n ~reduced to 3-1 
~pecialised groups 2nd. and 3rd. · 3-1 
primitive groups pedal digits · (diprotodonty) 
retain ~ conjoined . 
4 / . /(syndactyly) 
· Ancestral Marsupial:La 
Incisors -~ 
2nd. and 3rd. digits didactylous 
no Fasciculus abberans in fore brain 
rrb· ·1 . , 
.erapsiua 
H1ylogeny of Orders of Mars~pials (after Ride 1964). 
'vJ 
f\J 
In this phylogeny, Ride assumes that syndactyly arose 
only once, in the line leading to the peramel:oids e.nd to the 
D · t ' ' !\ . · 1 .L ' , -r. ' ( 1 0 r3) ~ l tb lpra oaon~a. rS previous_y s~a~ea, ~lrSCll_ /0 IOUD~ . e 
peramelids to be serologically closer to the dasyuroids than the 
phalangeroid~~ This suggests that those twd.group~ co~ld have 
evolved from the same stock from vv-hich the dipro todont lire bad 
already split~ If this is the case, :then syndactyly must have 
evolved twice. Simpson (1970) in considering the question of 
the evolution of syndactyly, pointed_out that the condition has 
arisen qu.i to independ?-n tly in Potarnogale (a placental) • However,. 
he concludes that the ·question ~f p6ssible independant origin 
of syndactyly in Perex11eloida and Phalangeroida mU:st. thus· still 
be considered open ••• 11 • 
More recently, support for a single origin of ~yndactyly 
has come from Marshall (1~72). From studies of foot structure 
he'concluded the foot structure of the dasyurids-may have.been 
the condition found in the ancestors of _all Au:::;tralian marsupials. 
Phalangerid syndactyly . is clearly derived from the·. dasyurj_d 
condition and piobably forms- the lin~ from which branched.the 
peramelid and macrapod lines. 
There is no fossil data cortcertiing·the ordinal 
evolution of .the Aus.tralia~ marsupial~ •. 
··, ., :,•', 
,chromosomal: studies reveal th~t itt all species so iar 
·~tudied, the dasyurids.have cpromosome .nwnber of 2n=.14 with 
similar chromosome. morphology •. · Hyi~meccib.ius ·exhibits a· dasyv.rid 
type ·of c.hromosorn:e complement (Sha.rman, _1974). · Thus the 
~dasyuraids fo~m' a disc~ete group on the basis of chromosome 
number and morphology~ 
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The Peramelina.e has chromosomes like the dasyurids 
~.· exc ep·t tl1a .. t the. X a.nd Y c·hr·oi11oso!nes are rn.ucl1 la_rg~er. I-lo1;vever, 
Sharman (1961, 1974) considers that this does not imply a close 
relationship or the shai'ing of a primitive ka:ryotype. In the 
other lJera.nwlid subfai-aily, the Tbylacomyinae, a i1ml tip le sex 
chromosome mechanism resulting from fusion 6f X chromosomes on 
to a pair of autosomes has caused a ~eduction of the chromosome 
number from. 2n=20 to 2n=i 8¥ 1 9cfl (Sharman 1974.). Since the 
Pera.melinae and the 'I'hylacornyinae must have evolved from a 
common ancestor, then it seems likely that the 6h~omosome 
nmnbers of 2n=14 and 2n=13, 19 were derived from an ancestor 
vii th a higher chromosome number. Hayman and Martin ( 1 967) 
have suggested ;th~t the 2n=14 forms could ha~e·been derived from 
a 2n=20 form by Robertsonian fusioris. 
In the order Diprotodonta the chromosome nwJber varj_es 
from 2n=10 to 2n=32 (Hay1110.n a.nd Nartin 1969). 
. . 
The super famj_ly ·. Phe.lari.geraidea ·has three families and · 
t· of ·these, the Bul·ramyidae all have chromosome. number 2n::. i 4. 
As wi tl~ ·.the Perainelid~e Sharman ( 1 97.4) points out that no close 
. . . ~ . 
re1a tionship .with Dasyuridae ~·an be .; 'inferred from this. In the 
. Phalangeridae_ and Petauridae it is observed that chromosome nu.mber 
. ' . 
2n=20 is ·most frequently_ found. (See· Table 3 ) .. 
In· the Nacropodidae the· most, ~ommon chromosome number 
is 211=22. Rowever, species of the genus Dendro la§US" have· 
chromosome ntlmber 2n=14 an~ in Macropus 2n=16~· 
The grouping of genera of marsupials is summarised 
in Table 3 . _;, : 
'. 
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Table 3. Grouping of Genera of Marsupials According to 
Ch:comosome Number. 
20 or over Intermediate 
Didelphoidea 
Didelphidae 
. ,, 
Caenolestoidea 
Caenolestidae ·· !· 
Dasyuroidea 
Dasyuridea 
Perameloidea 
Perame lidae. 
Thylacomidae · 
Vom1:iatoidea 
Vombatidae 
" I 
. i 
I. 
•· 
' i 
I 
l 
l 
... . l 
.. I 
! 
.. l 
. ;.,j 
Phascolarc tidae l 
. l 
3 ·genera" 
4 species 
l ;2 Phalangeroidea ·." . I genera· 
species Phalangeric~ae · 3 
' .. 
• •• 1 
., ... 
· 3 genera 
"3 species 
. · ·2 .o'enera · 
"" .o. 
·2species 
· 8 genera 
·· :,3 species 
2 genera 
·· 5 species 
2.genera 
2 species 
. , . •·· 1 genus 
1· snecies 
. , 
1 genus 
1 species 
:·i genus 
1 spe.cies 
Petauridae •' 
., 
,i; 
.·.: . . ' 
· 1 _genus ·· ... 
1 species 
4 genera 
4 .spec~ies · 
,;_Burramyidae 
: Macropodidae 
·rarsipedoide?-
Notor;yctoide·~ 
. ,r 
11 genera. 
: 18 ·species 
· .. 1. genus.· : 
. ., · .· 1 :species 
··:: .. " ' .(, 
· .... : .. 
>·, 1 gen:u9 
·• · 1 specj,es·. · -
. . .. ·· ,, 
... 
. ; .. ::: .. 3 ~ene1~a 
. . . 0 
.. :: . ., · 5 snecies 
. : y:,:-<:_:j,. '. : "'. : ' ; 
:..:-._'. "";:-"~ ~~~~~:~: 
· .. ·,: .. ··.:·. 
. ~. . 
•• t, ·, 
. _.; 
, 3 genera. 
13·.·species 
.•· 
'. 
... 
. ; 
.. 
··: 
.· ...... 
·· ... ,:.·.'· 
. ·• ~~:----:-:~~~:---~~-:-=-:~-:-~~~~~~~=---.:..:__--:-~~-:-~~~~.L..-:-...:_-:-~~.....:...·'~"~··..:.J' .:: • . 
.. 
;/·. 
Modified· from Hayman.and Mart~n 196,9.(a~ditional data from 
...·:-. 
-_,, 
Hayman, Kirsch, :Martin and Waller 1971 ,_ Yunis, Cayon and. Rainirez;. ,·. ' 
. .-
1972, Calaby, Corbet, Shar6an and J~hn~ton i974).· 
' ........ 
,• ,: .. - .~ .. : ·-· 
!.• . 
.' ·•. 
.,·. 
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. ~·!hen a h:Lstogram of the chstributio:n of chrornosoil1e 
numbers in marsupials is plotted (Fig. ~), a bimodal distribution 
around 14 and 22 is observed. 
Fig. 2. 
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The question arises as to which is the pri~itive 
marsupial karyotype. Sharman (1973, 1974) has pointed out that 
there are only three marsupials with more than 22 chromosomes and 
that there is good eyiden~e of evolutionary lowering of 
chromosome number. Also, the independ.ent evolution, a 2n=i 4 
karyotype appears to have occurred in several marsupial groups. 
He.concludes that while 2n=14 may be the primitive karyotype, it 
is possible that it is derived from the 2n=22 karyotype. 
Hayman and Ma:rtin (1969) favour the interpretation 
that the A.ustral~an species were derived from a 2n=14 stock with 
subsequent and independent evolution of 2n=22 in some groups •. 
(Hayman, et al i 971) believes that the sirnilari ties bebveen 
the Chromosome complement of the South Jlr.a.erican Caenolestids and 
the Australian Dasyurids, both 2:n= 1 4. and with s:imilar morphology, 
"confirms the hypothesis that 2n=14 with this form of complement 
is ancestral for the marsupials. ;r. 
Conclusion 
The:Australi~n marsupials represent a fuonophyl.:tic. 
radiation, from a primitive dasyuroid-didelphoid ancestor. 
1rhe radiation involved t.he evolution or' three structural .gr?ups; 
,· 
the polyprotodont,· didactylous dasyuroids (order Marsupicarnora), 
the polypr~todont, .s:>~ndactylous PEr~"'!elina and the diprotodo:ht, 
syndactylous Diprotodonta. Whether.the Pera:melina and the 
Diprotodonta arose .from a single syndactylous ancestor is·still 
unresolved al though study of the anatomy of ine.rsupial feet 
(Bensley 1903, Marshall 1972) suggests that this was the case~ 
Chromos6mal studies indicate that the Australian 
radiation arose from a dasyurid ancestor with a primitive 
ke.ryo.type c;i_nd chromosome number 2n= i 4 .• 
. . . ' 
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. SUPERFAJULY DASYUROIDE.il 
Bensley (1903) pointed out that the Dasyuroidea are 
distinguished from.other Aistralian ma~supial~ in that.they 
represent a line of evolution involvin& progressive changes 
from a primitive in~ectivorous type indica~ed in the dentition 
of the smaller dasyurids to the specialised carnivorous forms 
such. as Sa1·cophilus .. He included Thylacinus and Hyrmecobius in 
the fa_mily Dasyuridae. but stressed that they cquld have developed 
separately. He divided_ the Dasyuridae into three sub-frunilies, 
;Dasyurinae, . Thy.lacininae and HY:tmecobiinae. 
Since Bensley' s classification, t_he Thylacines, 
Myrrnecohius and the marsupial mo.le ~fotoryctes have remained 
controversial with regard to their affinities with the dasyu~ids. 
\:food (1924.) compared forty-nine anato:11ical char2.c·ters 
of Thylacinus ui tl: the extinct South America.n Eoryhaenidae and 
Didelphidae. · He concluded that the boryhaenids wer~ specifically 
·related to the T.hy.lacines as opposed to the· ~other South Arn.erican 
forms and the Australian Dasyuridao •. 
· . .'.This· conclusion was challenged by. Simpson·. ( 1941) 
. . . .. . ' 
;, •• p. 
who point~d~ut that W6od's comparisons ~hawed mainly that the 
· three t~p~s ~h~red a common ancestor as did the da~yurids •. He 
·remarked that the evidence showed fairly co~clusively that 
. . 
Thylacinus was merely a.specialised dasyurid. 
Tate (1947) regarded Bensley 1 s cl~ssification.as extreme 
. . . . 
ah:ct. pointed out the similarities between the dentition o'f 
'Thylacinus.with an unreduced Pt and the then newly. discovered 
Murexia. He confined Thylacinus to the status of a genus. 
In 1961+ Ride proposed that Thylac~nus shou.ld he 
raised to the level of a family, Thylaciniclae, within the 
super family ·Dasyu:;..~oidea. Ihde concluded that lfotoryctes, 
whilst warranting family.status could not be confidentally 
placed into an order. 
'11hy.lacinidae and Notoryctidae are i~ecognised as 
, fanilies in all recent cla.ssifications whilst l'1~ynmeco.bius is 
. . 
afforded family status by Kirsch (1975)-and sub-family status 
by Pj_de ( 1 96Lf.) • 
Fan1il Y Dasyuridae 
.. Modern ciasyurtds ex.hi bit all grades 'of carnivorous 
specialisations from insectivorous - small vertebrate GD.ting 
fo:-cms .such as Planj_gale and Sminthopsis to the specialised 
marnmal killers a.nd carrion feeders such a.s Sarcophilus. This 
This gradation of carni vorou..s development throv.gh the f rnnily 
. . . . 
generally occurs without reference to generic distinction a.nd . 
is closely related to increase in body size (Bensley 1903). 
The fossil record of Dasyu~idae is poor and ciainly 
restricted t6 the larger forms. In general considerations of 
.evolution it is of little usci and the phylogeny.of the grouv 
has been 6aiuly derived from neontol6gical studies. 
. . ~ . 
Studies of dentition in living Dasyurids reveals· that 
. . . . 
the ancestral form .probably. possessed the. dental formula· 
which is deriveable from the largest formula.known for 
. .2.Ll± 
marsupials 4134 .·which occurr.ed in fossil didelphoids. 
~ 
3134 
. · ... 
(Simpson 1941). Van Valen (1969) argued that the primitive 
"' .., dasyuraid type of carnassiality is deriveable from that found in· 
Alphadori which sho~s :a relatively low grade of carnassial s 
· specialisation. 
Tate (1947) his listed other characters .which he 
ascribed to the ancestral dasyurid and incidentally the ancestor· 
6 f ·all AustralL3.n Mci.rsupials. These are as follows: small, 
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about rat sized; s1.;-.ull lone:~ i'G.Ced ;;Jith slight post orbital 
eminences, slightly constricted mid-brain area, unreduced hind 
brain area; bullae small, more or less hemispherical; periotic 
slightly inflated; paraoccipital processes free from inflated . 
area; pterygoids falcate; palate with short anterior fora.mina 
and small or perhaps no post~rior openings; . 1 . . 1,. ' d i .. r=pecia .. ise ., late 
in erupting and set off . 2-4 . from i by a diastema, . !+ i larger tha.n 
i 2 ; p 1 ,3,4 each successively larger than the pre~eding tooth 
with simple sub-tri~ngular cusps; molariform, not extremely 
1 3 
. small; m ~ with complete tritubercular set of cusps and styles; 
m4 reduced to accommodate its terminal position in the tooth rov1; 
i1~3 semi-recm:1bent 1:vitb i 1 the largest of the. three; p4 sligh_tly 
·feet with striated pads; number of toes 
unreduced; third·anterior digit slightly dominant; 2nd and.3rd 
digits not. joined in pes, d.idactyly; - ;ta:Ll about 2.s long 
as hea.d and body, not capa}?le_ of incrassation; pouch probably 
complete and backwards opening;. nurrrb'er of nipples ranging f:..~om 
eight to.ten. · flide (1°964) has.raised the :point that in the 
dasyurids, the ~pitympanic sinus i~ always ·enclosed venirally in 
an alisphenoid bulla i:Vhich grips the tyrnpanic ring· later.ally o 
' . 
It is widely open into the epi tympanic_. recess posteriorly. 'I'he 
dorsal and anterolateral part of the. ep:ityE1panic ·sinus i? al'so 
greatly excavated into -the ".s.lisphenoid and. squa.mosal and may. even 
. . . 
perietrate into the root of the zygomatic arch dorsal to the 
glenoid. This situation seems to be mo~e specialised· than that 
of Didelphis Yihere· there is no dorsal or anterolate~cal excavat_i"cii.1 
and the cavity is only partly floored by ~ tyrnpanic wing of 
.. 
the alisphehoid~ 
It is possible· therefore, . that the ancestra.l dasyurid 
had developed the tympanic wing of .the alisphenoid beyond the 
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conditiori found in the early didelphoids. 
·Tate (1947) defined two main lines of dasyurid evolution. 
In the least specialised line p~ is ·~ither retained or found 
- L.L 
' . . 
only slightly reduced in the milk premolars. (See also Bensley 
1 go3). This group he called the Phascogab.nae and the most 
primitive m~mber i~ Mutexia. (Tate refe~red Thylacinus to this 
,-;TOUD) b- ' -...... • 
Members of. this group, Sminthopsis, Antechi:nus, 
Planigale and Phascogale all exhibit a scampering type of 
locomotion; unreduced.digital formulae unmodified clans, ·pads 
with primitive striations and an unmodified tail. Tate considered 
features such as modifications of the ear pinna and of the pouch 
and .nammary ·to be recent adaptations 2.s opposed to· ancient· 
chare.ctEn--istics. 
Hurexia. is distinguished from Antichinus, Sr.1inthopsis 
and P1anigale by narrowing of· the na.sals in the case of Smintbopsis 
and the reversal of the iricisi ve gradie.nt. in the case of Planigale 
and Pliascogale. ·. Plo.nigale sbows a slight"::reversa.l of incisive 
gradient '.vhich becom.es marked in tlie PhascOgale ~ rrhus the 
trend ov~r this gr6up is f~r i 2 to betome larger than ~4. 
Genera.lly; .the interorbi tal region the Antechinus 
group is broad whilst ·it is narrow in the more ·typical members 
of the group~ In An't.echinus the postorb±tal processes are absent; 
the size of the auditory bulla is srna11 ·to mediur:1, ;hemispherical 
· . s~ c ·, ::1 i 2 c~ 
in :form and· the pads of the feet are usually. sticiteq., , 
_:.~r . The ot:ner evolutionary lirie de~cribecl· by Tate is the 
. LL 
Dasyurinae where p~ are either abseni or r~duced. In Neophascogale 
t~ere are no post orbital processes, the mid-brain is narroued 
and the fore-brain· region is not unduly broadened. In Phascolosorex 
r 
and M:yoQ{i§.·; the post orbital processes are incipient. The 
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members of Dasyurus have constricted mid-brain l'egions and broadened 
fore-brain regions. The post-orbital processes are incipient or 
well developed. Dasycercus has a similar intertemporal. condition 
to Dasyurus. In Sarcophilus the broadening of the olifactory 
fore~brain are~ is greatly increased and the post-orbital 
processes enclose a substantial se~1ent of the orbit. Dasyuroides 
has neither interteraporal constricti6n of the mid-brain nor 
development of post orbital processes. 
Comparisons of Dental Characters within the Dasyuridae 
There are t'."ro types of upper incisors in the 
Dasyuriclae; i 1 narrow, pointed and more or less pi'oodont, rri th 
' l ' ' . 1 .1. • ' • 2 -4· . 2-Lt. l . d ' t. ae. ayea erup~ion re_acive ~o i ; 1 · genera_iser cu~ ing 
incisors, broad, blad~like and erupting earlier than i 1 • i 1 is 
usually set apart' somewhat from i 2-4. Thus 1 1 a~d i 2-4 Rre 
. \ - . 
d • ' • . • 1 ; 1 (. 1 L h • 2-4) 1s·cingu1snao.,..e by shape,. size i larger ·L-.,.an i ,, fanction 
and develornuent (Tate 1947). 
The trend in the dasyurids is towards normalisation 
of i 1 relative to i 2-4 with the incisor row tending to become 
transverse to the . premolar rows (Sarcophilus, · Dasyurinae) rather 
. than pa1'alle.l to them (Neophascogale) (See Fig. g ) . 
. 1 Eruption cif l is still. delayed ho 1:1ever in forms Vvhere 
·it is undiffe~entiated· fro~·i2-4. 
· · In Antechinw.s e.nd Phascogali:; i 2
2 are larger than i33-~ .. -i+ 
In Neophascogale, Phascolorex, Myoctis, Dasyuroides, Dasycerous, 
·.2 Da9~urus and Sarcophilus i 2 are smaller than ( 
.. 4 l. 
4-
4-4 
D. maculatus Neophascogale 
Fig. 0 Comparison of incisor rows in Dasjurinae and 
. Neophascogale (Jones 1 925·). 
The Dasyuridae exhibits ~ trend towards obsolescence 
. /1 
.(:• µ-.· 
0.1. - L• ·. 
. r'. 
d t ' ~ p44·.· i· s. · 1
1 d · d Re uc ·ion ~o some degree or seen in a.~ asyuri s 
e:x:cept MureY..ia ·and Sminthopsis ru:figenis (Bensley 1 903). 
... 
Molars (Bensley 1903) 
The molar pattern in the mnall dasyu:rids is similar 
in ciost species. The upper molars are t~ituberculate in the 
manner of those found in most insectivorous m.3111mals. The three 
cusps, protocon~, metacone ~nd paracdne are of a piercing shape 
and the paracone is small in comparison with· the other tr:o cusps •. 
The metacone is the dominant cusp and its posterio~ 
border is modified to form a trenchant spur which shears against 
the antero-external border of the triangular pillar of t~e 
succeeding lower tooth. 
The lower molars have a short and broad crown of 
' . 
tuberculo-sectorial pattern being composed of an anterior 
triangular trigonid with po~terior heel,. tbe talonid. The 
trigonid has three cusps of which the protoconid is most 
developed while the metaconid is smaller and the paraconid still 
more so •. The antero-external side of the trigonid formed by 
' the pai~aconid. and protoconid is trenchant and shears against the 
metacone-snur of the preceding upper molar. There is also a 
small antero-external shelf on the trigonid. The talonid is 
basin shaped and its edge has two inner and· one outer cusps · 
representing tbe entoconid which j_s vestigal, ·the hypocor1u.lid and 
·the hypoconid. 
In the lcl.rger me.mbers of th'e ·Dasyurid.Ste, vii th increased 
ca1·nassiali ty the upper molars are modified in the following vmys;. 
reduction of the protocone; enlargement of_thi metacqne with 
lateral compression at its tip to form a trenchant blade and 
encroachment of its base on the protocone root; elongation· of 
. ' . 
the trench~_n .. t metacone spur and rotation inwards of its distal 
end so that!~shea1~s inYrards rather than· ·bc3.ckwards; .lateral 
compression of the :teeth so that t~ e~ternal styles become 
appr6ximated t6 their respective cusps. 
In the lower molars the carnivorous modifications 
~nclude: enlargement and lateral compression of the trigonid; 
conversion of the tips of the paraconid and protoconid into 
. ' 
trenchant blades; outwards rotation of the shearing edge formed·· 
by the adjacent edges of the protoconid and paraconid; reductiori. 
of the metaconid; reduction of the talonid. 
1+6 
2n=l4, and the morphology of their chr6mosomes is similar uith 
S.::i.rcophilus showing the great-est deviation from the ;'standard 
dasyurid n ka1~yotype (l·Iart::._n and Hayman. 1 967) • 
Tate (1947) deriv~d a phylogeny of the dasyurids based 
Oi1 com1Jarisoi1s of modern forn1s. (F'ig. 10 ~ ) 
The oldest knoi.::n fossil dasyurid is .{rorn the late 
Oligoce:ne Hgapake.ldi forDation of Central Ii..ustralia· (Stirton 
et al 1961). Stirton et al suggested that the fossil possibly 
.represented a stage in the evolution of Thylacinus because of 
the possession of three premolars graded from front to rear, and 
the lack of a :tT;etaccnid on H1 • Ride (1961+) hovrever, has pointed 
out that some dasyurids such as Antechinus rosoI!londae exhibit a 
7Ucl1 ·r 0 a~u0 erl ~e~a 0 011i·a~ o~ i~ Li - ..._... '!.. v -- ~,;,~ L- .v ...... - ~.. ... 1 • Other dasyurids such as 
which increa.se 
in size from front to rear.· Pj_de believes this fossil to be a 
possible ancestral dasyurine. · 
Stirton ·et o.l (i 968) have recorded an undescribe-d · 
dasyurid from the _Miocene Kitjamarpu f'auna. of,.~ . .South Australia. 
Dasyurj.iw.e dunrnalli ·.from the Pliocene Chinchilla sands. 
' 
. fauna. (Bartholomai ~971), is similar to D. viverrinus e:{c eDt that 
- J: 
it pos~esses a minute third ~remolar. . ' . 
. A very important: fossil in considerations of the· ev'olution 
. . . 
. . . . . . 
of Sa1~cophilus and i ~s affinity rrith the Dasyurinae,. in 
Glaucodon ballaratensis (Stir-Con 1 957) ~ ·· As previously ·mentioned~ 
there is a trend in the Dasyuridae towards increased carnassiaiity 
uith shortening of the face expressed {n_the,direction of th~ 
incisor row. Sarcophilus differs from the.large Dasyurinae in 
having a shorte~ face· and a Wore transve~se incisor row. In 
Sarcohhilus emphc:.sis .has been placed Qn developraent of the 
J ,, 
"i· ( 
paraconid crest especially bet~een the paraconid and the 
protoconid. 'fbe talo.nid and metaconid are reduced in cor:.-1pariso11 
with the prirniti ve dasyurid type • . Ride ( 1 964.) cm;1pared. the 
dental features of Gla.ucodon. vrith those ·of Sarcophilus and 
D. n1acu.la.tus. (Table 4 ) . T- 1 • d ,.:i ' h ' • ' ' d He conc_u e~ ~-a~ vi~n regar 
to these features, Glaucodon could be r~garded as being 
structurally anc estra.l to Sc..rcophilus whilst still retaining 
some dasyurine features. In one feature, the well developed 
tonical but adpressed metaconid on M1, it resembles neither 
of these two groups. 
D. macl.l.latus G1aucodo!1 Sarco phil us 
.. 
1 Tn-'-;.::i' lenc-i·'~ 01"' ,,r. l • u t.., _.· •. L ·- 1.!1 v .t.1. - 11 4 - - '· 
as % of length of 
mandible from tip of 
posterior edge of 
masseteric shelf 
2 T e 11 c"·tn' n ·f' 1','i 
• .LJ ~-b ~ -- . ·L· 
excluding t~lonid 
as % of total 
1engtb of I'·\. 
3. !:;1. height of ~~r~conia' ~~do_¥ .l~'C~ G.. - - G~ 1°':) /0 
protoconid 
Li,.. 1•.'7 b ei ,.,, h-'- of 
_1L, .• -o~ t, - ~' 
m~taconid as ~ of 
.protoconid 
5. Dep~h of mandible 
as % of length of 
mandible from ant-
erior tipcto· post~ 
erior edge of 
m~sseteric shelf . 
· 6. Depth of mandible 
as % of mola.r 
tooth row 
1 O/ 
1(1. 
Range ;o 
3 29.8-33.2 
5 67.7-77.1 
5 52 ,- ~7- 3 .b-o..). 
5 52.6-60.7 
.. 
'. 
4 15.7-16.7 
3 4.9.8-56.2 
o' c;/ 
'lo Range ;O 
-
.. 
39.6 37.8-42.7 
' 77.0 O? 0- 0 7 4 ...... - . ../ . 
56. 1 63 .4-72.2 
·42.7 31 .3-38.0 
~ 
. 
.. 
20.5 21 .7-23.0 
·• 51 .9 51 - 5q ci 0 .?- v • ../ 
Table. 4- Cornparisori of Characters of Dasyurus.maculatu~, 
· Glaucodon and Sarco:philus. (Afte1· Ride 1 964.) ~ 
n 
7 
8 
6 
6 
7 
7 
Genera 
-----. Murex:La 
~---~ 
~---.Sminthopsis 
---- A.ntec.hinomys 
--- Antec:.hinus 
Planigale 
---- Dasyc ere us 
Dasyurus 
~-- .Sal'·cophilus 
· Dasyuroides 
·--
.. ~': -...... . - . . ·. -.-· 
·.-..... o •.. - .,_-."""'.--: -.. ,.-.. ..,.,,_ Ningua 
Fig. 10 Phylogeny of the Dasyuridae (Modified. after 'l'ate (1947)") .. 
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Fossils from other Pliocene Pliestocene deposj_ts 
have been recorded by Longman (1925), Stirton (1957), 
Ha1"slw.ll (1973). 
The Das~/uridae are widely distributed throughtout 
Aust:calia and Nevi Guinea. lfoophascogale, 
Phascolo sorex and I{yoici tis are endemic· to Hew GEinea nhilst 
Phascogale, Dasyc ere us, Sarcophj_lus, Dasyure.ides, l'-Tingaui, 
· Smin thopsis and Antechinomys are r'estric ted to Australia o 
Sarcophilus has recently become restricted to Tasmania. 
SuE1mary 
The evolution of the Dasyuridae is seen to be. a 
radiation of insectivorous and carnivorous marsupials which have 
evolved f·rom an Alphadon type of insec tivo:cous e.nc estor. 
The carnivorous adaptation is seen to be correlated 
with increase in size. Thu~ the small dasyurids are all 
insectivorous, terrestrial or arboreal forms nhj_lst the larger 
dasyurids such as Dasyurus and Sarcophilus are te1"restrial 
carnj_vores •. 
The sr:ia11 dasyurids, the Antechinus have been reviened 
_by Wakefield and Warneke (1963, 1967)~ 
w~rnilv Th,_Jl.~c_inidae 
- 0-..i.1 -- ,/ I 
The Thylacirie now iestricted to Ta~mania, is a large,: 
carnivororis marsupial whose origins are uncle~r~ 
Bensley (1903) stat~d that there are no dental 
characterisb.cs Vihich could not have been derived froru a primi ti..ve 
dasyurid type, al though the _direction of carnassial development 
differs from that of the carnivorous dasyurids~ 
The muzzle in Thylacinus is elongated in contrast to 
the shortened rnuzzel of Sarcophilus. The main difference in 
.. 
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carnivorous adaptations in the lorrer mola~s, lies in the 
dev·e1opE1::mt of e:•. r,1ain posterior shearing crest along the ridge 
·f';"~,-,·1 1 """·toco11i· rd ·l-o •1v·oo~on-: a' hv·oas" si ·1r:;- ~-11"' '"•1°~·...,cnr1-i d i· i} 
....... _ vh_.. l-'- u. v J..,.J ...!.... v !.LJ_ , uJ ..!.. _l 0 v_ c u~c.:: L,o. _ _ _ ... the 
Thylacine. In Surcophilus, the shearing· ridge uhich has developed 
tuns from the apex of the protoconid; through the tip of the 
· i!1:"taconid to the entoconid, the metaconi~ is absorbed into this 
1±Lge. In both· li:nes the metaconid· is reduced., but in the thylacine 
th~ shear is developed by accentuating the talonid and hypocon~d 
·crest while in the dasyurid line it is developed by specialisation 
of the metaco"nid crest vii th reduction of the talonid (Ride 1 964) • 
It bas been -concluded, ('I1a te 1 94.7, Ride 1 964., Van Valen 
1969) on the basis of its dentition, that the Tbylacine evolved 
from an early da~yurid ancestor. 
There is no cytological, serological or reproductive 
· data available on Tl;ylaci!.1us. 
Dt.Eing th8 Pliestoce~1e 'Thylacinus was v1idespread 
throughout. Australia a:nd has been recorded from. fossil deposits 
of Eevr Guinea (Van Deusen 1 969). 
Rid~ (1964) from investigation of fossil and modern· 
Thylacine skeletons has cbncluded that there were possibly four 
species. 
It is thought (Hide , ) 970) that the Thylacine becaLrJ.e 
extinct on mainland Atistralia because of competition with the 
·.dingo Hhich was introduced there by Aboriginal man soli1e 3000· years 
ago (Ride 1970) ~ 
·~ ; .. 
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This is a menotypic fc::unily containing only the banded 
anteater Myrmecobius tasciatus. There is no fossil record of 
this rne.rsupial. 
(Sho.rman 1961) and it iG serologically close to the dasyurids 
1968b). 
The dentition of i:Iyrnwcobius, v;hilst ·compatible with 
that found in other myrr:.lecophagous mammals (PJ..de 1964) is. 
marekedly different from that found in any other marsupials. 
Generally, Myroecobius has more molar teeth than other marsupials, 
J . ( 1 --i'">4) l ·1 . ' - . i.. d ' l n I !± l. 2 ones )<L. ., ~1as _is-ceci tue ent.a. ronau..La as 3 , 1 , 3 , 
although Bensley (1903) pointed out the great variability of 
tooth mEnbers especially of the upper molars. 
Bensley concluded that the lower molars could have 
been derived from the dasyurid type and features of the incisors, 
canines and premolars ~ndicate affinities with this group. He 
argued that the dental pattern of l'·'Iyrmecobius c2s.1e about by a 
retrogressive developr1ent of already existing teeth wi.th 
reduplication of teeth from the posterior portion of the dental 
la1;:ina or the reappearance of formerly vestigal teeth of the 
same region. 
This highly specialised marsupial is adapte~ to. th~. 
. . \ 
myrmecophagous l1abit with long tongue, pointed snout and strong· 
digging limbs ·1·1i t.h long clans. 
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ORDER ·PE...~J1IELINA. 
The 01~der PeraL-:elina contains ;:;ome tvrenty species 
grouped into two families, the Perarnelidae '<3.nd the Thyla~omyidae. 
Vfhile the order is not. very diverse, the bandicoots have a wide 
distribu~ion Viith eight species being endemic to .New Guineao' 
Th9y are found throu.ghont Australia,· including the central arid . 
. regions (Keast 1971). In general the. Peramelina are terrestrial 
an,d ·adapted to an omnivorous ·diet, they have ·strong digging 
claws arid a cursorial, q_uadrupedal mode of loco.niotion (Ride 1970). 
Orir;·in of the Peranelina b 
Because of the lack of fossil evidence, the origin of 
. the Per~aelina must be deduced from neontological ~ata. 
Studies of dentition (Bensley 1903, r.rate 1948) reveal 
tha.t the :?e1~.snnelina appear to represent ai1 aclaption of the 
insectivorous dentition found in dasyurids and didelphids to a 
mere generalised omnivorous.dentition which develops various 
specialisations in the different genera. 
. f 
In the ~n~peci~lised gen~ra such as·Peroryctes, 
Microperor.yc tes, Perameles, Rhynchomeles and Echymipera the 
'incisor pattern. conforms rath.er closely 'with that of the 
" 
D . . ' . ' . tl,.. t tl . l . d . . ~ 5 , . , . 1 .... · asy1:1rio.ae excep·c · ·ua 1e perame._J. s re-cain 1.'t.01cn is . os\, 
·.in the ·dasyurids. As with the Dasyuridae · i 1. is distinc·t,. though 
to a lesser degree, 
. .. z_i.;,. 
from i .. ·, it does not however, erupt late 
· in the peramelids. Features .of the incisor.s ··.vhich are unique 
to the Peram.elina a.re the canine form of :L5 and its separation 
.. .' 
~ . 4. 
.trom 1 • A.lso the crown of the last lower 'incisor is bi fed.' 
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rJnil ·8 "Or' em~ ..,LaI~ 
. .L .!: - ·--V. pattern of I:·ficropero1~yctes, Peroryctec; 
longicauda and Echimipera rufescens exhibits ·the primitive 
triangular, blade like structure found in the dasyurids, and as 
with the dasyurids b . 3 1 pr is larger than p or p • This condition 
is also found in Didelphidae and Caenoslestidae. 
Similarly, the. molars of unspecialised peramelids such· 
as Peronyctes ire almost identical to the tribosphenic molar 
pattern of the didelphids and the unmodified dasyurid~e. 
Reproduction in the bandicoots is ~haracteristically 
polytocous and polyestrous with short gestati6n, allantoic 
placentation 2.'ncl the birth of comparatively well developed young. 
The· multiple maJtUTlae are enclosed in a back1.vards opening pouch. 
( Sbarmo_n 1 97Lf.) . 1'he birth canal is long and c :Loses vri thin tvm 
days after.birth. (Tyndale-Biscoe, 1966) •. ·rhe degree of 
· allantoic placentatiori is the mc~t developed of all marsupials, 
in. contrast to U:e yolk sac placent.ation found in Dasyuridae 
which is considered primitive (Sbarm~n 1970). Litter si~e in 
the Peramelina is a.mall compared. with tbe unspecialised dasyu.rids 
(.Sharman 1970). 
The morphology of. bandicoot sperm appears to be in 
bet~een that of the dasyurid type and the phalangerid type . 
(Hughes 1 965) • 
. . 
. Yadav · (1973) found that all polyp1~otodorit marsupials 
.including Peramelina have a two to four lobed thoracic thyrn'..ls 
and no superficial· cervical thymus. All the diprotodont 
marsupials had both thoracic and cervical thymus. 
It appears from this that the Peramelina are derived 
from a primitive dasyurid type of ancestor and Kirsch's (1968b) 
serological data supports this conclusion •. ~It is for this 
reason that Kirsch (1975) has chosen to place the bandicoots in · 
51+ 
his order Polypr.otodonta in the sub-=--orde1~ Peramelomorphia. 
The fact .. 1~emains however, that the. Peramelina e:chibi t 
syndactyly. 
· Bensley (1903) concluded that the general type of 
hind foot~in Peramelina represents a deriyative of the secondary 
arboreal ph~se of th~ type seen in H1alangeridae. He saw it. 
e.s. a terrestrial adaptation of an aboreal _habit with i 1digi tigrade 
developments for plantigrade ones with a tendency towards 
functional monodactylism.n. 
In the hind feet of Perameles, Peron.;ctes, Micropero.r;yctes, 
and Echyrctipera there are primitive perar:1elid features ;/rhich 
sug@;est affinities wi tb the Phalangeridae. These fea tu:res include 
a short foot without elongation of digits four or five, the 
position of the notch separating the conjoined second and third 
digits from .the fourth level with that separating the fourth 
from the fifth and the presence of slightly cu:cved clarrs 6.n the 
-In the more advanc eel pera1ne l:,Ld.s the 
claws are stouter and.straighter. 
··Nore recently, r·farshall ( i 972) has sD.ppor.ted the theory 
that the syndactylous condition seen in peramelids is a 
modification of th~t seen in phalangerids. He argued that· 
the tarsal and metata.rsal arrangement is the same in dasyurids 
~nd phalangerids, and the loss of syndactyly in phala~gerids 
would result in a condition identical to the dasyurid condition. 
Both the rnacropod and penrn1elicl foot ·structures could be derived · 
from the phalangerid arrange~ent·. Marshall suggested 
. . . . 
the peramelids most of the body wetght is 'transferred to the 
foot via the tibia - · astragolus - navictilar - ~ctocuneiform -
metatarsal four •. This results in the alteration of the 
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relationships betrjeen the cucoid, ectocunei:form and metatars0.l · 
0 .~ ,., · f' 'h ' e · · d ' l ·d lour rrom c~e arrangemen-c o~ ~-ese oon sin a propose p~a_angeri 
ancestor. This modification for transfer of body weight is 
linked to the q.uadru'peda.l mode of locomotion. 'I'his arrangemert 
is unique t 'l p ., . . . o -c 1e erame.Lina among th6 A~stralian marsupials · 
· althoug.h pia"cental ungulates exhibit similar modifications for 
vveig.h t .transfer. 
~hen all the evidence is combined it is seen that the 
perci .. melids have many· features, dentition, and . _,serological 
characters Vjhich suggest relationship with the dasyurids. Other 
features such as chorio-allantoic placentation and sperm m6rphology 
are unique to the per2.melids. Foot structure is strongly. allied 
with the phalangerids. 
In view of this, interpretation is 
that the pera.melina arose from an early dasyurid line which 
acquired syndactyly ·and from which a ~ranch arose which lead to 
the phalangerids and other diprodont.s ~ · ·csee Fig .11 ) • 
Dasyuroiclea 
Perm:1elina. 
to Diprotoclonta 
Syndactyly Diprotodonty 
Fig. 11 Origin of Perarnelina and Diprotodonta ,·from 
Dasyuroid Ances~;rs. 
.· ... 
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This phylogeny j_s essentiaily the same e.s that of 
I~ide ( 1 964.) • 
Evolution. v.ri thin the ·Peramelina 
The evolutionary trend in Per,arnelina is towards the 
fossorial, ·carnivorous, cursorial que.dni':pedal habit. already · 
described. 
Dentition (Bensley. 1 ~03, Tate. ~·9!+B) 
The most primitive members of the Peramelidae still 
retain the generalised insectivorous type of dentition seen in 
the .unspecialised dasyurids and clidelphids, with even less 
reduction in incisor formula than is found in the,. dasyurids. 
Omnivorous adaptations are seen in an examination of 
the premolars (Tate 1948, Bensby 1~03). Thus in ~icroperoryctes, 
Peror.yctes longicauda, Ec.hymipera rufesceus the premolar pattern 
is essentially similar to that.of the dasy~rids. In Perumeles 
h Echymipera doreyana and Peroryctes raffrayeric~s p· shows the 
beginning of broadening with the development of an intero-
posterior ledge •. In Echymipera clara and Rhyncho~eles p4 is 
greatly enlarged in proportion to the other premolars. 
The .unmodified genera of Peramelina have the trituber-
culate mola~ ~attern of the didelphids and ~rispecialised 
daayurids. · 'I'here is .. a strong tende.ncy hovrever toi.vards enlarge-
ment of the hypocone region of the ~olars, leadini towards a 
quadrate form ~n the molars. This trend is noticeable in 
Ecbymipera, ·well developed in Is.oodon and most advanced in 
:.;: Macrotis. Tate (19Lf.8) regarded thee~ development of the- .. ~ 
.. quadritubercula te molar a.s a specialised con di tj_on a.s is the 
enlargement of the tJ.mpanic bulla. 
Audital bulle.e (m ... --~~·1i· C \.. J_ iY 1~ t iJ-:;l.i_ 
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bullae) 
Tate (1948) demonstrated that the development of tbe 
auditory btillae is an important taxonomic characteristit, (see 
also Ride 1 964- and. 1 965) • 
I11 the Rhynchomeles, Echymipera; and Peroryctes tbe 
auditory bullae are quite small with only partial covering of the 
tympanic ring. In Ferameles and Cheoropus the bullae are larger 
and almost completely cover the tympanic ring. The enlargement 
of the bullae is greatest in Isoodon and lfa.crotis. 
Develonment of the Muzzle (Tate 1948) 
Related to the fossorial habit of bandicoots is the 
elongation ·of the muzzle. :Minimal development is seen in 
Isob.don arid Chaeropus with optimum development in Rhynchome1es, 
Echymipera clara and Macrotis. 
In· those species with extreme elongation thefe are 
marked differences bet~een the posterior and anterior widths of 
the palate~ In Rhynchomeles and Ma.crotis the anterior part of 
the palat~ may be only half as wide as the pbsterior part~ 
The Ear (Tate 1948, 1;i/ood Jones 1 925) 
• • ! • 
In Perameles, Pero rye tes and Echymj_pera the ear is 
small but .Qot.reduced. In Isoodon the ear is somewhat enlarged 
'·.· 
and is ~ieatly enlarged in Cheorapus •. The maximum enlargement 
is seen in lfacroti.s. 
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Forelimb (Tate i948) 
In all genera except Chaeropus the forelimb ~ith 
five digits has the third digit longest, the second digit 
slightly shorter and the fourth digit a little shorter than 
the second. The first and fifth digits. are very greatlx· 
reduced. 
In Chearopus, the "pig footed" bandicoot, the second 
and third digits are equal in· length and function jointly, a 
coridition analogous to the atriodactyl foot. The fourth is 
reduced and the first-and fifth digits have been lost. It is the 
.. 
structure of the forefoot which sets:Chaeropus apart from the 
other peramelids. 
m.nd Foot (Bensley 1903, Tate 1948)·~' 
.As previously stated, the development of the hind foot 
in Peramelina represents an adaptatidn to terrestrial, cursorial, 
'· quaclruped?,l locomotion froE1 an arbor.eal type· found in the phalange-
rids. 
In the baridicoots the fo~i~h digit is always dociinant. 
Somewhat short~r thari this is the fifth digit with the 
syndactylous second and third digits ~h6rter. than digit .I:.' • . '· • .1.1ve. 
•, " . 
The··trend is towards reduction .. of the first digj_t. · 
V!hen present, ·as in Peroryctes, Peramelis, Echymipera ·and 
Isoodon, it ·is placed well posterior to digits two and three and 
is sh'ort, thick and. nail less. · In Chaeropus an<) f'-facrotis it is 
absent.and Chaeropus has also lost digit five. 
Marshall (1972) has described the series Perameles -
Macro.tis··- Chaeropus as steps in the development o'f the type of.· 
neigh t transfer found· in the ungulates. . In this condition a g;rea t 
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·part of the body ~eight is transferred to the distal tarsals, 
bypassing the calcaneum. 
The modifications of the hind foot are not.totally 
committed to the cursorial habit but are seen by Marshall to 
renresent a compromise with emphasis on_ running ability but with 
provision for the use of hind limbs in ~igging. 
Distribution 
When the distribution of the Peraitlelina is studied it 
appears. that both Australia and Hevi Guinea have sustc:.ined 
'· 
independant radiations with some interchange. (See Table S) . 
'I'lms Isoodon an Australian genera is represented in New Guinea 
by Isoodon macrou:caus and the New Guinea genus Echyrnipera has 
Echymipera rufescens which has entered the "Cape York Peninsular 
from Southern NeD Guinea. (Ta.te 19Li.8, 1952; Zieglei· 1.975)·. 
Paleo n to lo RY I . 
The only possibly Tertiary fossil bandicoot so far 
described is _Ischonodon australis from the Lake Palankarinna 
formation in South Australia. (Stirton 1955). Stirton described 
is as .being nearer to I'facrotis than to the Peramelidae, R.ide, · 
. ' . 
(1964) is n6ncommital with regard to its affinities and states 
that the only significant feature is it$ low crowned molars which 
are lower than are normally found in Hacrotis· •. 
An undescribed Oligocene bandicoot has been found in 
the Hgapa.kaldi fauna of South Australiao (Stirton, TSdford 
and Vioodburne; 1968). 
Other fossil material is mostly Pliocene to Recent 
-
in age and appears to belong to extant groups. {See Stirton et al 
1 968, Tedford 1 955, Marshall, 1 973 and Merrilees, 1 973) • 
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Pero1°yc tes 
longicaucl:a x 
raf frayanus x 
l"iicroperoryc tes 
rilurj_na x 
Perameles 
bougainville v x x ,... 
eremiB.na x x 
gunnii x Ix nasuta I x x: x ~.:') Echymipera I 
elara v ,. 
kalubu x x }( 
rufescens x ,,.. x ~>-
Rhynchomeles 
pratto~um v I ''" Isoodon Ix auratu·s x ~1 . ' macroorus Ix x x x v x ,,_ xl -'> obesulus x x x x 
Chaeropus 
ecaudatus x 
J::Iacrotis 
lagotis 
1. 
x ·-x x x 
lecura· xj 
Ta.ble 5_ .• Summary of Distribution of Peramelids 
(Tat'e 191+8, Ride 1970, Ziegler 1975). 
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Howeve:t, Vfoodturne ( 1 96'7) has clescribed 2. very large_ 
bandicoot from the Alcoota Formation in Central Australia. '!:bile 
the damage and wear to the teeth does not allow a d~finite 
identification, ~oodburne believes the fossil to be moderately 
C ~ose ~o Lhou~b ~l1ch ,a-- 0 r -than 
. L L ' L.~... b· - .1.ti .L ..!. b -- ' I''°Iacrotis . 
Chromosomes 
The bandicoots fall into two groups on th~ basis of 
chromosome number,- -in Perameidae 2n= 14, in 'l'hylacomyidae 2n= 189 1 9d"o 
·rn the Pera.'Tielidae the sex chromosomes are g1~eatly different in 
morphology and behaviour from any of the other;marsupials with 
2n=1 Lf·· (Hayman a.ncl Martin 1 969). 
The X and Y chromosomes are much larger than ~hose of 
, didelphids, dasyu1'ids and burramyids, and one X chromosome in 
fem ale ·pero_rnelids and the Y chror:!osome of male nerarnelicls :Ls 
- '\ 
eliminated from most somatic ti.ssues. (Hayman anc_ Martin 1965). 
In the New Guinea bandicoots Echymipera kalabu and rufescens, 
supernumerary chronos6mes are found and are seen to be &lirninated 
in the same tissues that eliminate one of the sex chromosor.ios. 
(Hayman et al 1969).· This elimination.of sex and supernumerary 
- chromosomes i·s known e.s mosaicism and so far has not been: 
' ' -
satisfactoral~y explained • 
. Hayman and Hartin_ (1969) have .suggested tbat the - ·· -
(_._ 
centromeres of supernrnnerary chromosomes could serve as donors 
to -acentric fragments forl'i1ed by breakage of existing· chromoson1es-o 
Sharman (1973) points out that there is-no proo·f that this method 
of increasing c~romosome numb~r ~as occurred in the marsupiais. 
There-is no· evidence of rnos~icism in _the 7hylacomy~dae. 
_. 
.· . . 
2n=XX/XY, Y2 + 1 611 :IB derived by .-x- _chromosome The chromosome number 
autosoE1e fusion and loss of an acentric fragment~ Thus, Macrotis 
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is set apart from the Peramelidae on the basis of chromosome 
mmber and chromosomal sex determii1ation. Fae tors such as· this 
would seen: to justify Kirsch 1 s ( 1975) raising of the Thylacorr,yide 
to· fainily level • 
.Summary 
The Orcle1' Pe1'amelina has tno n.w.i:h lines of evolution, 
··the Perc:i111elidae and the 1I111ylacomyidae. · E-videnc e for this comes 
from comparisons of chromosomes and examinations of molar and 
tympanic bullae develqpment. 
Vii thin the Peramelidae, Chearopu:'3 is e.part by the 
extieme modification of the feet and ears. In the unspecialised 
lJew Guinea group, Percryct.es,. Micropercryc tes, Echymipera and 
;-: Rhynchorneles, E.c.himipera and P.hynchomeles have both lost i5 and 
in Rhynchomeles the elongation of the rostrum is extrene. 
Perameles differs from the New Guinea. group in the 
degree of enlargement of th~ tympanic bullae. 
Isciodon exhibiti ~reat enlargement of the tympanic bulJ.ae 
with fairly advanced development of the quadrate molar. ·Elongation 
. . 
of the rostrum is minimal in.Isci6don. 
Ti'-; o· 1 'L 
..&.. --o. is· a summary. of t.he phylogeny of the Perarnelina 
adapted from ~ate (1948). 
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EVOLUTIOE OF THE DIPRO'l10DON·l'A 
Origin of Dj_ protodoi1t,y 
Diprotodonty is found in.th~ Australian Order 
Diprotodonta and in the South American Order Paucitubex·cu.lata. 
This led to the suggestion (Osgood 1921) that the caenolestidae 
were related to the Australian Phalangeroidea. Since then it has 
become clear that cienolestids are in no way related to any 
Australian forms. (Obenchain 1925, Biggers et.al, 1965, 
Hayman et al, 1971). 'rhe results of Hayman et all suggest that 
the Caenolestidae are no more closely related to any .Australian 
marsupials than they are to the Didelphidae. It must be concluded 
therefore that diprotodonty has arisen twice in marsupial evolut~on . 
. Bensley. (19J3) argued that the diprotodont modification, 
although characteristic of the herbivorous marsupials, "is the 
' result of an insectivorous adaptation which developed in the 
incipient sta~es of the omnivorous evolution, but after the 
separation of·the perarnelid stem.:r 
Th~ development.of the diprotodonty involved the 
following modifications:- -
1 • Reduction in upper incisor from five . '· 
to thre~ or. even one. 
2. Reduction of 16wer incisor formula to 
one. 
3. Enl~rgement of median incisors. 
4. Reduction and ultimate loss of 
lateral incisors, canines and anterior 
premolars. 
''··~ . 
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As mentioned previously (p.~3) emphasis is placed on 
the development of i 1 in the dasyurids, especially in the 
unmodified insectivorous genera such as Phascogale and Antechinus. 
This grasping, piercing modification of i 1 increases the animal's 
ability to capture and_hold its insect ~rey. In the Dasyuridae 
' the~e is no corresponding modification of the lower median 
incisors. In certain phalangeroids, .su~h as Disteochurus, this 
m6dification of the upper incisors is seen together with a 
modification of the lower te~th to allow the upper and lower 
median incisors to meet somewhat in the manner of the points of 
a pair of forceps. 
Bensley argues that development of the lower median 
incisors in an unmodified insectivor6us dasyurid, to coriespond. 
with tlle development of the median upper incisors would.· result 
ultimately in the diprotodont condition observed in the 
Phalangeroidea. 
Firstly, elongation of the lower median incisors would 
result in shortening of the anterior portion of the lower jan in 
o~der that.the upper and lower medi~n in~isors wotild meet. This 
would displace the ar~as of contact between the upper ~nd lower · 
anterior teeth. Ther~ would be a tendaricy for reduction or loss 
of the lower incisors immediately posterior to the. enla:rged 
median incisors. 
Secondly, there 1.'iould be a reduction in the number of 
posterior upper incisors, since only those teeth r;hich came into 
contact with the median lower incisors would p~rsist. 
In Distoechurus, while the lower molars and the posterior 
and median premolars are in the normal condition viith regard. to. 
the upper te~th, at least two teeth, pos~ibly the first premola.r 
and +·,,..1e can-..1..' ne 11.~_"r:> 'oee~n .101=:. +. In .,,-Ll ·01'1al an ~"roi· a"~ +-h·e nu·-·h =-r vll --·v- - ~.., l G ... l.- ·--·IS<:; o_"- lldJt:. 
of upper incisors is reduced to three, with the lateral t~o 
together serving as a stop for the enlarged lower teeth. 
The diorotodont condition is seen then as an insectivorous 
-" 
m6dification from which arose the .herbivorous condition seen 
to-day in many marsupials within the Diprotodonta. 
Origin of the Diprotodonta 
The origin of the Diprotodonta has already been 
discussed in the previous section and in the discussion of the 
origin of the Pcramelina (p .Sl ) . 
The ancestors of the Diprotodont2, v1ere se2n to be 
derived from the insectivorous, synd~ctylous line which led to 
the Peramelina_. r.rhe branch in which diprot.odonty arose led to 
the arboreal phalangeriods and these are thought to represent the 
ancestors of the herbivorous diprotbdonts. 
Evolution within the Diprotodonta 
The Diprotodonta.contains m~rsupials exhibiting a 
v1ide variety of habits and. morphological forms. There are .. 
.. thought to be at least five distinct phyletic lines • 
. The Phalangero.idea v1hich contains the Burramy.idae·;. 
Petauridae and the' Phalangeridae which .are collectively know·n as.~: 
the possums and gliders. The Macropodidae whi.ch contains· the 
kangaroos and i.:vallabies is a· separate morphological line and is 
also containded within the Phalangerc:iidea. The superfamily 
Vombatoidea contains the Vombatidae, wombats, and the 
Phascolarc tidae, koalas~ There are.· also two extinct families, 
V!ynyardidae and Diprotodon tidae •. ' -The aberrant T~rsipes snenc~ri 
has.been placed in a separate monotypic family Tarsipidae 
(Ride 1964, 1970, Kirsch 1975). 
'. 
SUPERFAEILY PHALXNGEROIDEA 
'l'his superfamily conte.ins the :majority of the Australian 
marsupials and is the main stem of the diprotodont radiation. 
Primitively, the Phalangeroid.ee~ arose· from small, 
insectivorous, arboreal syndactylous di~rotodonts (Bensley 1903) 
(vrhich probably shared some characters ·with :xynyardia (Ride 1964.)). 
Ben~ley saw the diprotodont radiation as a sequence 
where firstlj the insectivorous characteristics were modified 
in favour of an omnivorous habit and once this omnivorous 
rr~odification v;as complete, then specialisE•.tions were developed 
from it in several different lines. He traced the dental 
evolution of the various lines in detail and supported his 
conclusions by examination of comparat:Lve foot structure~ 
The dental -.evolution. of the Phalangeroidea f'irstly 
involved the development of the omnivorous dentition of the type 
seen in the Petauridae and Pbalangeridae. There have been some 
abberant insectivorous developments such as Burramys and 
Dae tylopsila. Thylacoleo represents a carnivorous modification 
of the omnivorous dentition. 
Once the modificatioris necessary for an omnivorous 
diet were complete, the phalangeroid stock gave rise to the 
specialised herbivores. Trichosorus arid Phalanger are. arbore.al 
herbivores, these genera have evolved the selonodont dentition to 
facilitate the chewing of leaves and· shoot~. Fro~ the arboreal 
omnivores were derived the terrestria_l l)erbivo1~es, the macropods.· 
The primitive phalangeroids derived their dental pattern 
from the primitive insectivorous dasyurid .·type. In the Burra.myidae 
\Vhich is considered. the least specialised fan1ily of ·the ~ · .. i .. • ": ,; .. _ .... 
0 ni' ·a· i an ~ero; a.i ea 
J. ·- ..... c;, ...._ ., the evolution of bunodont molars is fairly advanced. 
The diprotodont incisor sequence is of insectivorous type with 
rn 00 
~rocumbent, piercing median incisors and reduced upper lateral 
incisors. (There are no lower lateral incisors in dj_protodont 
rnarsup:Lals). The canines are still present and functional as in 
the dasyurids. The premolars are of a piercing insectivorous 
form with reduction of the posterior upper teeth. The lower 
· premolars a.re rf:)duc ed in number, with o·nly th, e median and posterior 
teeth functional. 
In Petauridae ~hich has evolved towards omnivority, 
the bunoid condition of the molars is advanced with same 
indications of transverse ridging on the upper molars. The 
incisors are similar to those of Burramyidae. The canines in 
Petauridae are shorter than in Burrarn.yidae and somewhat compressed. 
1I1he prc::molars generally are reduced. In Petaurus the upper 
anterior and median premolars are low and the median teeth are 
. ; 
reduced. The upper posterior:premolars are moderately developed 
with a tendancy towards grooving on the outer edge. The lower 
posterior premolars are reduced and may be slightly grooved on 
the edge. :tn Dactylopsila the premolars are generally more 
reduced than in P~taurus with the exception of ·the upper anterior 
premolars wl"iich shov.r · subcaniniform development. 
±n .Phalarigeridae, th~ bunoid upper molars are oblong 
in shape with .all cu~ps of the same height and with sharp ~. 
ridging on the outer cusps. This is seen to be an arboreal.; 
herbivorous adaptation of the condition seen in Peta.uridae. In 
the lower mo.brs the lophodont development corresponds with the 
upper molars. Of the incisors of Phe.langerida.e there are no 
insectivorous indications. These ·herb:Lvorous 111odifications 
vrhich are. also seen in the Macropodinae, involve the reduction 
of the upper median incisors so that they become more· rounded in 
section and only slightly longer than the lateral incisors. The 
lateral incisors resemble those of Petauridae, alth6ugh some 
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species of Phalanger have the third upper incisors reduced and 
displaced by encroac.hment of the canines. The lower incisors a_re 
flattened, lanceolate'and only slightly curved. The canines are 
reduced in Trichosurus and in some members of Pho.langer. In 
other species of Phalanger however, they are secoridarily 
enlarged. 'l1118 premolars are further re.due ed in the Phalangeridae 
with the exception of the upper and lower po~terior premolars 
which tend towards sectorial development. As in the Phalangeridae, 
the molars of the mac:copodid sub-family Potoroinae are 
quadrituberculate and slightly lopboid• The upper median incisors 
are enlarged and elongated and resemble some species of the 
Petauridae. r..rhe tips of the la~teral incisors are turned inwards 
to act as a stop r• ' , IOI' i:ne lanceolate lower incisors. Canines are 
reduced but not completely vestigial in th~Poto:roinae. 
In the Macropodinae the molars are definitely lophodont 
with transverse crests connecting the anterior and posterior 
cusps. The median upper incisors ar~ shortened and rounded with 
slightly'flattened tips. They project sli~htly beyond the lateral 
incisors which are small and appear to be grasping as well as 
cutting organs~ ·The lower inci~ors are lanceolate with cutting 
edges. In the Macropodinae, the cariines are present in a 
reduced condition in Dendrolagus and D6rcopsis and ~re absent ih 
all other gen~ra •. 
The premoiara, both in n:orphology and number are variable 
throughout the Macropodidae (see also Bartholomai 1971). 
In the M~cropodidae there is a large diastema betwe~n 
the upper incisors and first functional premolars·in the 
Me_cropodinae in comparison with the Potoroinae. The molars of 
the Fotoroina.e are reduced in size posteriorly and- have a fixed . 
position in the jaw, r1hereas in the Macropodinae they are equal 
in size and more forvra.rd in the jaw .. They are shed· progressively 
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from thG front and are replaced by posterior late erupting 
molars. 
In the Pbalangeroidea, the lowei' teeth, betneen the 
median incisors and the median premolars are generally vestigal.::· 
In Burrcunyidae the median premolars are retained as a piercing 
organ. In Petauridae and to a greater extent in Phalangeridae 
s . 
and Macropodidae these premolars have betome modified as sectorials. 
In some respects the incisors of the macropodinae 
resemble those of the browsing Equidae. Also, ~ith the 
exception of Hypsipryranodon~ the macropods h~ve converged upon 
the· eutherian ruminants in having.evolved an efficient form of 
rumina.nt digestion (Tynde.le-B:iscoe 1972) 
Surn.rt1ar.v (see Fig. 13 ) 
The phale.ngeroid radi2.tion is seen to have evolved 
from an· arborea.l ancestre.l form ·wh:i.ch, while diprotoclont, 
exhibited a similar type of insectivorous dentition to that found 
in the insectivorous dasyurids. The Burramyidae family is a 
present day derivative of this form. The evolution of an 
o~nivorous dentition.permitted the eiploitation of a wider range 
of c:1.vailable food and tbe family Petauridae is seen to be 
~epresentative of the generalised omnivorous adaptation. 
One~ the omnivorous pattern was established, various 
adaptations to different habitats took plac~. The evolutioil of 
arboreal and terrestrial herbivores involved reduction and 
modification of the omnivore derital pattern as did the evolution 
of certain insectivorous type~. 
The ancestor of. the exti~ct, ~arnivorous diprotodont 
Thylocoled is thought to have been a herbivorous ·phalangeroid and 
this will be discussed in a later section. 
'rhis phylogenic deriva.tion of the Phalangeroidea is 
supported by evidence from comparative foot morphology (Bensley 
1903, Marshall 1972) and serology (Kirsch 1968b). 
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Family '0fynyci.rdidae 
T.he .family VIynyardidae was erected (Osgood 1921, 
Hide 1964) to accommodate the late 9ligocene - early ihocene 
(Gill 1962, Quilty 1966) fossil i;:fynyardia bassiana. (Spencer 
1 901 , Wood Jones 1 931). 
Ride (1964) has re-exa1nined t.his fossil, which is 
remarkably complete, and has noted that as well as being a· 
diprotodont, it exhibits many primitive didelphoid features. 
Other features are interpret~d as being specialised adapt~tions. 
The cJ.iprotodont features include1 the presence of the 
paired single incisors at the anterior ends of the mandibles and 
the typically diprotodont position ~f the zygomatic arch. 
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The structure of the middle ear region, though incomplete 
in the fossil, indicaies that the tympanic ring was not tubular 
and fused to the post-glenoid process as in the Diprotod.onta. 
. . . . 
Ride suggests that the coiidition of the postero-mesial end of· 
the post-glerioid process indicates that this was the point of 
contact of the tympan,ic ring.· .This vrould indicate an .intermediate 
stage bet0een th~ free ring of the Didelphidae and the fused tub~ 
found in the Phalangeroidea. 
The complete absence of theepitympanic sinuses either 
anterior or posterior; to the epitympanic recess in Wynyardia is 
a primitive conditiori found in didelphids and monotremes •. The 
epi tympanic recess is very small and the bro~->.en portion of the 
al1isph~noid which remains suggests that the allisphenoid bulla 
was very short and merely shielded the epitympanic. recess. ·The 
appearance of· the entire region resembles· that· of _Didelphis 
virginiana. 
Other marsupicarnivoran characteristics are the 
didelphoid shape of the nasals, the lachrymo-nasal contact, the 
great saggital crest, the very short post ty~panic region and the 
position of the sacral articulation· in the ililun. The triangular 
cross section of Urn ilium is also typically Didelpbis-like. 
Other features which are specialised in Wyny~rdia are 
related to its robust build and probably erect carria~e. They 
appear to be Targely of a form compatab.le with tlle Phalangero idea. 
\':Iynyardia is s8en as an early offshoot of the mainstem 
of the Diprotodonta which is represented by the Phal~ngeroidea. 
The primitive features of 0ynyardia-would probably have been 
present in the ancestral diprotodont stock. 
Family Bur1~amvidae 
" 
The frunily Burramyidae is presently composed of seven 
species representing four genera, th~ee of which are monotypic 
( I(j.r s c h 1 9 7 5 ) • 
Cytological . studies r.eveal the burramyids to be a 
discrete ~roup of diprotodonts. In so far as they have been 
studied they all have a chromosome number of 2n=14. with a sex 
chromosome pattern of Al./XY. There are small morphological' 
differenceE b~tween chromosomes of Burramys and Acrobates 0ith 
greater differences between.these two and Cercartetus~ The 
fc?JT1ily, hovrnver, is quite.· distinct from all other phalangeroids o 
' There are similarities between the sex-chromosomes of 
the burramyids and the dasyurids and some American marsupials 
(G · 1 1Qo'o0 ·)·. -unson e·c a. , , 
Serological studies (Kirsch 1968(a)) show that _Burramys, 
Cercartetus and Acrobate~ are closer .to each other than to any 
other phalangeroids. 
Cytological;and ·serological studies have not been 
carried. out on the rTew Guinea genus Distoechurus. 
~ith the exception of Cercartetus concinnus, little 
is known a.bout the reproductive physiology of the Burramyidae. 
C. concinnus is polyestrous and polytocous. At bii~th, 
the young are comparable in size to riew born Antichinus and are 
born by way of a temporary pseudo-vaginal canal (Clark 1966). 
·Clark has also noted a high degree of reproductive wastage 
compared with other phalangeroids, this is a primitive feature 
found in dasyurids. 
Bensley (1903) considered the members of this family 
to lie tbe most pri~ni tj_ve of all diprotodonts. He included 4 • .:.ne 
ouri1 0111yids in fhe sub-fa1nily PhalangeTinae along with most of 
the ~embers of the present day Phalangeridae and Petauridae. He 
did not include Burra.mys ·· in his discussion as it we.s known only 
as a fossil at that time and ~as thought to represent a link 
between phalangers and kangaroos (Broom 1896(a)) or to be 
ancestral. to the 1I1hylaooleo (Broom 1898). 
Bensley also. discussed a genus known as Dromicia. 
Species of this genus are now included in the genus Cercartetus 
(Iredale and Traughton 1934, 'i~!akefield ·1963, PJ.de 1964(b)). 
· The. trer:.d in Burramyidae is towards reduction or loss 
0 -"' m4 . l. I • . 
l 
It.· is 1ea.st reduced in Cer~artetus lepidus, and greatly 
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reduced in C. caudatus and Burramys.· It has been .lost in Acrobates, 
Distoechurus, C. concinnus and C. nanu~ (Benslei 1903, Ride 1956, 
Wakefield 1966). 
Bensley considered Distoechurus to be the least 
modified· burramyj_d. In Distoechurus the upper molars decrease. in 
. f t - . . . 'h -C'". t t .._, ' . ,, .... size ram an erior ~o pos~erior, ~ e ~irs .oo~n oeing ~nree ~imes 
as large as the third. The shape of the upper molars is triangular 
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due to underdevelopment of the bypocone and, in respect of the 
position of the hypocone and protocone, resemble the pera1'1elids 
and dasyurids. The dif"fer·ence between the dasyurid.s and 
pereI:1elids 2md the burramyid.s is seen in tbe bunoicl development 
of the metacone and para.cone. Tl1ere are no external styles, nor 
is there a metacone spur. 
The lower molars do not sho1;v such a marked gradatio11 
in size as the upper ~olars. .The first loBer molar is only 
slightly larger than the second which is slightly larger than 
the third. 
The second ancl third 1ovre1~ molars and oblong and quadri-
.Lu"od.-r"u 1 :-'te i·r-' +h onl '' +11° DY'O.LOCOY'i 01 r,1e-'-..,co"'i a~ l,.. _._.._.._, .. 1- • .A .. \J-.V.... :·:....J v 1.....o l_- l_, .!...l--·, ... L..c::.· . .u,_._ ) hYJ?Oconid and 
entoconid present. rrh.e protoconid and hypocon"i d are not completely 
bunoid and retain a primitively triangular section. 'I'hese two 
cusps are s~parated externally by an angular notch. The anter·ior 
and posterior margins .of eacb tooth bear a small ledge connected 
with a fine ridge running o:ver tpe tips of the outer cusps. rrhis 
ledge, minute in Distuechurus becomes more prominent in .the more 
advanced phalangeroids. 
The'. first lower molar in Distoecburus is modified to 
a somel'Jha t canine form, with the metaconid reduced to form a 
small tubercl~ on the inn~r ~ide • 
. The molars of Aero bates resemble those of Distoechurus 
but. the upper teeth are more quadinate and the size gradation is 
less marked. In the first lower molar the c~nine form found in 
Distoechurus is not so V!el 1, developed and the ta.etac one is not 
so reduced. 
In Cercartetus, ·the anterior upper molars are quadra te 
like those of Acrobates, except for C. concinnus wb.ich resemhles 
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Distoechurus. The third uppGr molar is triangular and trituber-
culate as the hypocone is absent. 
The first lower molar of C. concinnus resembles that 
of Distoechurus with loss of the metaconid. The metaconid ~s 
absent in C. nana. In C. lepidus the first lower molar 
resembles that of Acrobates. 
Burro1nys has similar mols.:c tooth struc tu.re to Distoechurus 
with the exception of a pair of large grooved sectorials, reduced 
fourth i~1olars an?. elongate incisors •. Ride (1"956) considers the 
dental :!1odificab_ons sGen in Burrarnys to be a peculiar inset tivor-
ous or microcarnivorous adaptation. 
Burro.mys i:s larger than any of the other bur:camvids 
. v 
(Ride 1970) and as Bensley and Van Valen f1969) have pointed out, 
>: increase in size j.11 a pyedatory . group is by increa.sed 
development of carni vo1~ous rnodifications. 
Of the Eurrci.m,yidae, only.Acrobates bas dev91oped a 
1 . '. g lCtJ_ng rnemb1~ane. ·· ('l'a te, 1 945( c) ) • 'l:he en tire family possesses 
a prehensile tail with variations in shape, fur cover and length 
exhibited in. the various species (Tate i 945( c)) .• 
The two moat southern ranging sp~cies, Cercartetus nanus 
and C. lepidus have both evolved the GeasonaJ. deposition of 
~ubcutaneous fat. 
The genus. Cercartetus was »roposed by Wakefield (1966)· 
to include all of the pygm;:/ possums v1hich ;;rnre.:.previously placed 
in two genera, Cerca:rtetus and Ludromicia (Iredale and Traughton 
1 934) . rake;A eld CB.signed them to a single genus Of the basis 0 f :-
1 • '11.he development of the tympariic 
bullae. ·r+- · i1,-· 11 · .., is equa. __ .J mvo . .. en in 
C. nanus 
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swollen in C. lenidus and only 
slj_ghtly snollen in C. ca.udatus. 
2. 1I1l1e sqU8.ElOSEtl inflation w.hj_ch is 
greatest in C. concinnus, less in 
C. nanus, less· in C. caudatus and 
least in c .. lepidus. 
7,. r»~ e r•-i -.-.,-l· l ~r; ty l. n de--·elo-nY-n en+ 0 In 
__, .l.[! 0..L.l:• ---0.--L , - V - J:-'ll• '-' 
Ll . 11 . p'·in a_~ species. 
4. The variability of morphology of the 
small upper premolars seen in individuals of 
of any one species. 
5. The variability of the molar pattern. 
V!akefield's decision to include a,11 of the pygmy 
possums in a single genus ~ather than classifying tbem as four 
separate monotypic genera has been challenged by Turnbull and 
Schram ( 1 973). On the basis of studies of dental morphology of 
h:o species C. n~ and C. caudatus from the breccia of the 
Broom c~ve they concluded that these two ~ecies were sufficiently 
different to ~arrant being placed in different genera. 
· Distribution studie's show that the mo..jority of 
Burramyido.e are found on the Australian continent. Ti;m species 
of Cercartei~~, C. nanus and ci. con~innus, extend south intb 
Tasmania o Two gene!' a",: represented by.·. two species, Distoech;_1rus 
nennc:i.tus and Cercartus caudatus are found in lfe 1ir Guinea, and 
Distoechurus is· endemic. (see Table G) •. · 
It appea.rs from this that the Durrarn.yidae are_ primari1Y · 
a contin~ntal Australiari radiation with dispersal of the 
southern forms into Tasmania, and an entry into and subsequeht 
minor radiation in l'TeH Guinea. 
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Cercartetlls caudatus I x x 
concinnus 
-1 
Ix :;;: leDidus ~1 x nan us I -"- x 
Distoechurus pennatus x 
I xl Acrobates pygmaeus x ~r ..:~ 
Burramys parvus I I I VI _,~ 
Table 6 Distribution of Burrru~yidae. (Tate 1945, Wakefield 1966, 
Ride 1970) •. 
.Strn1mary 
The family Burramyidae is seen o.s a.n insectivorous 
diprotodont deri~ative of the unspeciali~ed dasyurid form. The 
me1nbers of this family a.re closely related to each other 
serologically and cytologically. 
Distoechurus is the :most representative of the 
1.lnmodified ancestral· form, with Cercc:i.rtetus showing dental. 
characters intermediate between it &nd Acrobates. 
Acrobate~, whilst dentally similar td Distoechurus 
has evolved a gliding menbrane which . ' • J_ se-cs J..1., a.pa.rt fror:i. .the other 
.·, 
members of the family •. 
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I / 
Burr.:?}n;y:s,: the largest of the Burramyidae is seen 
to be a derivative of the basic Distoechurus type with ST}GCialise.-
l -· .. 
tions vrhich emphe.sise an insectivorous or microcarni vorous diet. 
The genus Cercartetus is a much b:coa.der ·genus than the 
other genera. It has been suggested th~ four sp~cies.beloriging 
to this genus ~re dissimilar to the extent that they shou1~-
themselves be raised to the level of genera. 
The southern forms of Cercartetus which are found in 
Tasmania e.nd southern il.ustralia have evolved seasonal sub-
cutaneous fat deposition, presumably in response to colder winters. 
Studj_es of distribution suggest tha.t -BurraJLlyidae are 
a mainland Australian radie.tion with southern dispersal into 
Tasmania and northern dispersal and a minor radiation in Ne~. Guinea • 
. :,. .. 
' ·1-• 
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Family Peta.uridae 
The family Petaurj_dae contains the ring tail possums 
and the gliders. There are twenty-two species recognised at 
present and there is some confusion regarding genera and sub-genera 
(Kirsch 1 975) • 
Unlike th~ Burramyidae, the Petauridae have variable 
.. '. 
x chromosome numbers. Petaurus brevic eps and Schinobates volans· 
have 6hromosome number 2n=22. Pseudocheirus pere~rinus has 
2n=20 while Pseudocheirus archeri has 2n=l6. Pseudocheirus 
(Hemibelideus) lemuroides has 2n=20. Of all species studied, 
the sex chromosoEie complement is XX/XY (Hayman and Martin 1969) 
From studies of the morphology of the chromosomes, 
. ' 
Hay~an and Martin consider that the karyotype of Pseudocheirus 
(Hemibelideus) lemeuroides is probably derived from a chromosome 
complement similar to that seen in Schinobates. They suggest 
that Pseudocheirus archeri also arose by chromosome reduction 
:from 2n=22. It appears that the basic chromosome nmaber for this 
family is 2n=22. This would set the. family apRrt from Burramyidae. 
and also Phalangeridae, where it is possible that the primitive 
chromosome number is 2n=l4 (Hayman and Martin 1969). 
Serologic:3_l'.: studies (Kirsch l 968a) show that Schinobates, 
P~~udocheirus and Petaurus are associated more closely with each 
other than with any othe~ phalangeroids. 
Investigations of ·reproduction in Schinobates ·(Smith 1968) 
and Pseudocheirus peregrinus(Sharmon.1959, Hughes 1965) have 
shown that breeding is seasonal with:regression of the testes 
following the end of the breeding season. In Trichosurus 
(Phalangeridae) sperm procluc tion is continuous. 
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The female reproductive tracts of Schinobates and 
P. peregrinus are similar, although more primitive features are 
found in Schinob;;i_tes (Sn1ith 1969). Schinobates j_s polyestrous·-
and monovular which is an advanced conclit:Lon compared ·with 
Bensley (1903) beiieved, on the basis of molar pattern, 
that Gyrnnobelideu~ represented the most primitive condition in 
this family. The molar pattern is unreduced with decrease in 
size posteriorly. The upp~r molar pattern is similar to 
Cercartetus. Petaurus the genus in which gliding membranes have 
besn evolved, resembles Gymnobelideus. · 
Ben.sley ·.argued that in. the Family Burramyj_dae a trend. 
towards an omnivorous dentition from the insectivorous condition 
was observed. In Petauridae~ this trend is seeri but at a mdre 
advanced stage than in Burrmnyidae. In Gymnobelideus, the. 
insectivo~ous condition has many omnivorous characters. Bensley 
believed that iri Petaurus the dentitibn was completely adapted 
to the omnivorous condition. 
Dactylopsila. which includes animals ~.'!hich e.re 
considerably larger (Ride 1970) than those of the preceding 
genera is thought by Bensley to be close to Gymnobelideus in . 
. ' . 
its· affinities. HoViever, it is abbc::rant in its development of 
dental modification~ which are more suited to an insectivorous· 
habit. As well as dental modifications, Dactylopsila has an 
elongated second digit of the manus which is used for extracting 
insects from under the bark of trees (P;_ide · 1 970) .. 
Bensley separated the genera Pseudocheirus and. 
Schinobates from·the preceding gene~a because of the selonoid 
development of the cusps of the. molars and the presence of 
external styles_ on the upper teeth. ·He included them with 
Phascol.S:.rctos in the sub-family Pha_sc9larctinae. He believed 
them to share common ancestory with the Petauridae on the basis 
01~ l-nr:·: sore- ·orc.1;•01-"'rS anr~ -foot ct..,.,uctura ........ ....._... u' ...:.. - '-' _.. ··-......... - '-'- .J... i.__l .J. '-..,:. • 
Recently however, it has been sho 1sn that Phascolarc_tos 
is more closely allied with Vombatidae ('l'raugh ton 1 956. Kirsch , 
191'0) ou· • 
Ps~udocbeirus and Schinobates are now included in the 
family Petauridae because of similarities of sperm :morphology 
(Biggers 1966) serology (Kir~ch 1968a) and cytology (Hayman and 
f!Lsi.rtin 1 969) . 
Of Pseudocheirus and Schinobates, Bensley pointed out 
tha~ they are almost identical in dentition and he concluded that 
Schinobates was simply a volant form of Pseudocheirus. 
Pseudocheirus is a large genus with three subgenera, at 
present, cont~ining some thirteen species (Kirsch 1975). They 
are v1idespreacl, being found throughout Australia, Tasmania 2.nd 
New Gµinea. The greatest r~diation occurs in New Guinea and 
northern Australia, see Table 
. . . 
Tate (1945b) has shown that in New Guinea 
. ' 
Pseudocheirus 
inhabits mountainous country and is found in isolat~d populations 
c6mposed of three or more different species. There are no 
species which occur in both· New Guinea and. Australia., and Tate 
believes that . this is possibly because o·f the ~fow Guinea species'. 
pr~ference for high_ altitudes. Tat~ has also.suggested that the 
Australian radiation has been limited by the lack of mountainous 
areas. 
The Tasmanian Ringtail, previously Jr.nown as P. convolutor 
. . . . 
has been shown by Yd.rsch (1 968b) to be the s2.me species as 
P. oeregrinus of mainland Australia. 
·~· 
It appears that two radiations of Pseudocheirus 
have taken place in New Guinea and Australia, since both 
Pseudocheirus (Pseudo~heirus) and Pseudocheirus (Pseudochirops) 
have species endemic to Australia and New Guinea. 
Schinobates volans is restric~ed to Eastern Austral~a 
. from Queensland to Victoria. 
Dae tylopsila is EJ.ainly a. Nevi Guinee_ genus with one 
species D. trivirgata, represented in northern Austral~a. 
Peta_uroides is primarily an Australian radiation with 
only P. bre~iceps occ~rring in both New Griinea and Australia. 
Gymnobelideus is presently restricted to southern and· 
southeasterh Victoria. 
The family Petauridae generally repref:;ents an 
omhivorous modific~tion of the insectivorous type diprotodonty 
seen in the unspecialised Burrrunyida~. It is likely that these 
famili~s shared a common insectivorous diprotodont ancestor. 
Gymnobe.lideus and Petaurus share many. primitive features 
of the group .. Dactylopsila is seen as a specialised offshoot of 
the group which has modifications in keeping with a predaceous 
insectivorous habit. ... 
· Pseudocheirus anq_ Schinobates are. evolved herbivor·ous 
.modifications. · 
. , 
It is noted that gliding membranes have evolved in 
three separate groups of possums. In the. farn.ily Burramyida_e, 
Ac:robates py~meusj_s most closely related to the non volant 
genera Diqtoechurus and Cercartetus. · In Petauridae, Petaurus is 
<;:losely allied -...1i th Gymmobelideus and Schino bates is r1ost closely 
related to Pseudodheirus. 
Table 7 Distribution of the Fe~ily.Petauridae (after 
Tate 194.Sb, 19Lf.8c; Ride 1970). 
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Family ?he.lanR;eridae 
The family Phalangeridae contains -the brushtail 
possums, the scaley tail possum and the cuscuses. 
Sero logically, th 8 members of. Phalangeridae v1hich have 
been stud·i ed 
- . ' 
Phalanger, ~richosurus ana Wyulda (KirscS 1968~) 
are closer to ea.eh other than to Petauridae or Burramyida_e. 
Cytological studies have sh6wn that chrdmosome number 
is variable but Hayman and :Martin (1969) suspect that the 
primitive karyotype may resemble that :eound in Burramyidae with. 
2n=1 4 .• 
There are presently eleven species recognised as 
belonging to this f2J11ily and they are grouped into three genera, 
Trichosurus,_Wyulda and Phalanger (Kirsch r975). 
_On the basis of dentition, Bensley (1903) considered 
that Phalangeridae resembled Petauridae but with more herbivorous 
modifications especially in Tricbosurus. 
This herbivorous trend is seen in the oblong, quadrate 
posterior molars with their sharply ridged upper outer cusps and 
low~ i~ner cusps. The ridging is more conspicuous in Trichosurus. 
The median incisors are ·reduced so that their tips · 
project onl;y slightly beyond the lateral teeth in Phalanger_. _In 
Trichosurus the median incisors are the same size as the lateral 
teeth~· In both genera the lowej incisors are flattened lanceolate 
and only slightly curved. 
The. canipes in Phalanger ursinus · .. are about the 
. I 
some size as the third ·incisors, in Trichosurus they are slightxy 
smaller tha_n tbe third incisor. In other species of Phalanger, 
the canines are enlarged and ~resent the characters of normal 
ea.nines. 
The posterior premolars are enlarged as sectorials with 
one or t'.'iO grooves in J?hala.nger. 'I'he trenchant edge is elevated 
and in soE1e phalangers such as P. orientalis tbe trenchant edge 
rotated and the tooth is enlarged. 
In Trichosurus the sect6rial ~osterior premolars are 
similar to ~hose in P. orientalis and show signs of having three 
. . 
r grooves. The sectorial teeth of Tri~hosurus generally show more 
wear than those o i Phalanger r1bich supports the conclusion that 
r.rrichosurus is a more advanced herbivore than Phalanger. 
Trichosurus and Phalanger differ in gross morphology, 
•.rrichosurus eyJ1ibi ts a bushy tail while the tail in Phalanger is · 
semi naked. 1Hyulda has a tail which is bushy at its base and 
then hairless for the greater part of its length and covered with 
a mosaic of scales. The ears of Wyulda are small compared vrith 
Trichosurus (Ride 1970). 
Wyulda j_s found only in the ;r~gion of the l(i mb8rly 
and inhabits trees in rocky country as well as spending much of 
its time ara.ong sandstone rocks. is obviously adapted to. this 
type of terrain and occurs nowhere else (see Table \ ) . 
Trichosurus is widespread throughout mainland Australia· 
·' .1. 
and Tasmania (Ride 1970). 
Phalanger is primarily a New Guinea. genus, however there 
are· tvro species, P. maculatus and P. · orientalis vir.hich are found 
on· the Cape York ueninsular; .These species also occur in 
New· ·Guinea. Thus Trichosurus and 'ityulda represent the Australian 
radiation of Pha.la.ngeridae a.rid Phalanger represents the 
New Guinean radiation.. Tate ( 1 945a) ha·s. exarnined t:he Phalanger 
radiation and the geographi~al distribution 6f this genus. 
. ()" 
0( 
Table ~ Distribution of Phalangeridae (after T'ate 1 945 (a), 
.1952; Ride 1970). 
Investi.5a tions of reproduction in. this farilily, have been 
restricted to Trichosurus vulpetula (Kean 1961~ Kean et al 1964, 
Pil ton and Sllarma_n· 1 962). ·. . .' ' . . .. It is polyesti~ous and monotocous. or 
polytocous, wi tb a gestation period Vihich is considerably sho'rter 
than one estrous cycle. The pseudova~inal canal is very sho~t 
cbmpe.l~·2d with Schinooates. (Smith 1968:) cind is formed anew for 
eacl1 partu:cition (Pilton and Sharman 1 962). 
Summary 
--~
The Phalangeridae are large herbivorous possums \'ihich 
are thought to be derived from a more omnivorous_typ~. They 
have no dental similarities with members of' Petauridae and most 
closely resemble Burrarayidae in karyotype. 
Of the Phalangerida.e, · Trichosurus and Vfyulda represent 
1-1'1P ''-is'--., li" l -~ ,_. L-j n- "'-· -'-1-1 Hiy--1 cl -bei· fl'1" - . i ~ l '.01.1..e 1 • .,,, -. ·tv- a 
v ~ .hL·. t:;_Lct. t:L1 J_aeci2,L,_.._,n ,,i[, ·,, lL~ _e_. -·ban _..::io __ c...l, a ,.,101,0 Jp" 
genus. T.he genus Phalanger is a Few Guinean ra.dia tion of which 
two species he.ve invaded no1~thern Queensland • 
. , 
,· 
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F@nily Thylacoleonidae 
This fax11ily contains the two known species of extinct 
marsupial lion Thylacoleo. T. crassicaudata is known from 
P] i oc 0 ·1e r'hi" 11"'l1i I la '"'":Ind d. ~"'0°l0 ts (B<:>Y'-'-1101 O"'le>i 1 O,...?~ ~nd 
_ ·-- ....... L v... ~ ...... _ ....... - 0a.. - ~tJ! u . c._ l.,,. _ ...... h.Ci....L.,,_ ./0-1 a. 
T. carnifex is the typical Pliestocene .form which appears to be 
more highly evolved than T. crassicaudata. 
Bensley (1903) argued that Thylacoleo VIas derived from 
an omnivorous stage in diprotodont development from which it 
evolved carnivorous adaptations. He points out that in t~ 
Dasyuridae the canines become increasingly developed with 
increasing size and curnivority. In the Phalangeroidea, the 
smaller iilost primitive members, the Burra1nyidae havo well 
developed upper canines. A~ ~he omnivorous evolution progresses., 
the•3e canines become reduced. In Thylacoleo,. they .are:· ser:m .. "to be 
" 
reduced as are those in Trichos~rus or Phalanger. 
Similarly, the condition of the enlarged posterio~. 
premolars suggests a previous omnivorous or herbivorous ftinctiori.· 
the excessive .enlargemei1t and urigrooved character of these teeth 
parallels the condition found in the placental carnivores; but 
is not seen.in any marsupicarnivorans •. 
The piercing function of the median incisors which 
j_s apparent in rl.'hylacoleo is unique to Thylacoleo among carnivorous 
marsupials. Hovrever, these teeth do fulfil this function in the 
irtsectivorous phalangeroids and dasyririds. Bensley argues that 
for Thylacbleo :~O have developed the median incisors in this 
way then its B.ncestors must have had dentition similar to the 
herbivorous phalangeroicls to the extent that only the median 
incisors wer~ left for development as piercing organso 
on 
.,1U 
Bensley thought the molar patten1 of Thvlacoleo to 
., . be 
d6rived from the bunodont quadrituberculate pattern found in the 
Fhals.ngeroidea. 
Foods ( 1 9.56) has reviewed the fossils of Thylacoleo 
and has concluded that the aniraal was c~rtainly carnivorous. 
He bas based this conclusion on the she~ring modifications ~hich · 
a<'G arnarent from examination of the surfaces of wear on the ~- ' .l.J l'"' - - ... 
-J-" ..:.-·-o' "'.,., ~ 
. _! ...:.. ic:LU ~L C.i...J.. b • 
T·hylacoleo has many features convergent on the 
placental carnivores including the short rostrum and width of 
the temporal fassa which imparts a broad sub triangular outline 
to the skull. Added to this is the typically a]f.luroid carnivore 
dl. '"'"'osi· +·-·Lo·n · · ,,..el a-'c.l..~ ve +o +-11~ +P.,"'.'·'·~PoraJ .. · foss-=1 Oi.!'.' +-1'1e 
. 011 "- ~ ' ... -~ . v v- - v - - -C.' v shearing 
teeth at.occlusion. 
Woods pointed out some similarities of Thylacoleo to 
Phascola:..'c_tos inc.ludj_ng. the stl'uc ture of tbe tympanic bullae 
and the structure of the stapes. 
' . . 
As'·.fo the nature of its dj_et, Woods_ concluded that it 
could not be: known fro~ the available fcissil evidence, whether 
Thylacoleo wa~ predac~ous or a carrion feeder. He thought it 
unl~kely however, that such a large carnivore would hav~· fed 
~xclusively pn carrion. 
: Thvlacoleo c1~assicaudata from the Pliocene Chinchilla 
Sand is seen to be an older and more primitive specie~ of Thylacoleo. 
It differs from T. ~arnifex in so far as the molars are less 
r~duced in size and number. ·(Bartholemai 1962}. 
Gill (1954) has revie\·1ed. the ecology and distribution 
of Thylacoleo. H~ has shown that it extended. at least throughout 
eastern and southern Australia during the Pliestocene. 
This is the largest family of marsupials consisting 
of some fifty-six species comprising seventeen genera which are 
grouped into three sub-fs.mi lies. One of these sulJ-families is 
tl:e now extinct St.henurine.e. The sub-faro.ilies Ma.c ropodinae and 
Potoroine.e both have extin:.t genera. Possibly because of their 
large size and commonness and possibly because they were 
fraquentl~ preyed upon by the large carnivorous.marsupials, 
they form the greater part of the Australian fossil record. 
Ride (1964.) and Kirsch (1975) have cmarne.ntecl on the 
confusion which surrounds the taxonomy and phylogeny of th~ 
macrapods, both extinct and extant. 
Se~ologically, two groups of macropods are evidenced, 
the Macropodinae and the Potoroinae are distinct from each other. 
These two groups are more closely ·related to each other than to 
any other marsupial families (Kirsch 1968b). 
Cytological investigations revealed tha"t the 
Eacropodidae vary in chromosome nwnb~r from 2n= .. , Oo 11 o ·in· 
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Vf&_lla.bia bi co lor to 2n=32 in Ae-0rymnus ruf esc en.s. Because of the 
complexity of the cytological data it will be considered. separately 
in each discussion of sub-families and genera. 
It is considered that.the phalangeroidea were the .. 
a.ncestral stock from w.hj_ch the f-.facropodidae arose (Bensley _ 1, 903, 
Tate 1948). · .
.Subfamily Potoroinae 
Hide (1964)· bel~eves there ~re three phyletic lines of 
Macropodidae. First is the Potoroinae, -including Hyp.~=dprymnodon, 
Potorous, Bettongia, Aepyprymnus, Caloprymnus and ·the extinct 
Propleopus. Second i.s the extinct sub-fa1T1ily Sthenurinae 1Ni th 
Sthenurus and Procoptodon. Third is the Macropodinae which 
92 
includes the remaining extant genera as well as several extinct 
forms. 
'Ihe members of Potoroinae share a riu.mber of characters 
including the develop~ent of the ma~seteric canal in confluence 
Bith the inf6rior dental canal (Abbie 1939), and specialisation 
in.several characters of the female uro~cinital tract beyond the 
condition seen in the Macropodinae.· 
Hypsiprymnodon differs fros the other members of the 
Potoroinae in several res1Jects, including the :si1nple al:Lmentary' 
l (n· ' 1 06L) -'- 1 cana._ .:.a.ae ./ 1- u1e narrow contact of '1 1:118 f'ron tal and squc:JjllOsal 
bones.(Pearson 1950), and the length of the median vaginal sinus 
(Pec;.rson 1 946, 1 950) • It 2.lso differs from the other Pc toroinae .' 
in the lack of pronounced elong~tion of the hind foot, in preserving 
a hallux ind in th6 lack of reduction of the forelimb. (Wood~ 1960). 
Because of these differences, it has b_een suggested 
that Hypsiprymnodon should be elevated to sub..:..fa111ily leve:L 
(Kirsch 1968). However, -\foods has argued the_t the many unique· 
features o i' the limbs may be aclapti ve to the rain forest ha.bi tat 
of this gerius, there being nb advantage to ~t in developing 
a stalt~tory mode of locomotion. 
It has been suggested that Hypsiprymnodon is the most· 
primitive member of the Potoroinae,. being closer. to the macropod 
main stem of the radiation (Pearson 1950, Woods 1960). 
Cytological studies have shoITn variation of chromosome 
number and :morphology within this sub-family. Hypsiprymnodon 
has 2n=22 as do. all species so far studied of Eettongia. In 
Potorous anicalis the chromosome number is 2n= 136' i 2c;_ and. the 
sex chrOi~osome cor.1plen1ent is XY1 Y2/XX unlike the normal sex 
cl11·omosome pattern YY/XX found in other genera. Aepr:vmnus rufescens 
has_ 2n=32 nhich is the highest chror.10some number of any marsupial 
03 
./ 
( -·· d . . . . 1 0 ,r 0 \ ti. 'a'-'1°' a'-. '1 ., 1· ... 1 "1 ,, - -, i1 · ; 
- J H 1...1.. .c.!_\. ... ~c .. _._ l.,_.._:- ./0./ • Hayrne.n and Nartin consider that 2n=22 
. t• . . . . . h f . ' ,, '. 1 is ne pri;:;n-cJ.ve c11rornosor11e nurn..,er 01· ·cne !"lacropoc.ic .. ae and as 
yet no workers have been able to expletin the occurrence of 
chromosome numbers greater than 2n=22. 
The XY1 Y2 I Y,_,'{ sex chromosome system is explained as 
resulting from an X - autosome fusion and subsequent loss of an 
acentric fragment. Thus the chromosome ni..UTibe1~ 2n="l 3tr7 129 
. ..-
found. in Potorous a·picalis is derived from 2n=l 4 (Hayman and 
Martin 1966). 
Tate (19Lf8) a:1d :Ride (1964.) bave concluded that. the 
- . 
sub-family .i?otoroine are an early offshoot frOiil the Eacropodinae 
which are the stern form of the Macropodid radiation. 
Reproduction has been studied. in Potorous (Pearson 1945, 
Hughes 1962) and Bett6ngia (Tyndale Biscoe 1966, 1972) •. The~e 
genera ara polyestrous and monotoco~s~ Gestation is al0ost the 
saJne length as but just shoJ'.'ter than. the' estrou.s cycle. They 
have a long period of pouch suckling, usually longer than six 
moilths and deleyed implantation which is controlled by lactation 
occurs in these genera. The pseudovaginal birth canal is formed 
before each parturition o Typic.ally of the macropods, re pro due tion 
is specialised in the Potoroinae. 
·Woods ( 1 96o') ha.s ref erred the·. exb_nc t .a-en us o. Propleopus 
(De Vj_s 1888) .from the 12.te Pliestocene> (Tedford 1955) to th~. 
Potoroinae. He has .described.it as .sharing some characters ··with 
Hypsiprymnodon and Bettongia but is closer. to Hypsiprymnodon. 
He does ndt consider it to be ancestral to any living ·genus. 
'11he oldest f'o ssi ls ref errable to the sub-fani.ly 
Poto1·oinae are from the Oli~oc ene Hgapakaldi fauna (Stir ton· et 
l 1 61 \ b. b • l ' • n • d . • l • .L • • • Tl ' .L • • a. 9 ; ,ave een ic en-cir ie as be. onging 1,0 · -c.n_e · genus .oe·c L-Ong:;i.a · 
(Stirton et al 1968). Stirton et al (1968) has suggested that 
the species of potoroine 
but have as yet not described-it. 
1furnbull and Lundelius (1970) -have recorded several 
po toroines fro1:1 the Pliocene Hamil ton fauna. -Ride ( 1 964) ~as 
r·e-exc;unin~~d one of these known as the Grange Burn Potoroo. 
Ho'.'rever, - -bece_use of the fragmentary nature of ~he foss~l he ·was 
unable to decide H.hether it should be included in 
. :=t:,);~:..~ 
Propleopus. or)_ the 
basis of its size or whether it should be' regard~d as a giant 
Potorous. 
Bartl10lemai / 1 07?' \ 7 ~-J records the finding of a small 
species of Propleopus from possi-oly Plioco11e sediments of ~ - _. 
1-Ter; Soutb V·fales. 
The Gener0_ Potorous, Aep17mnus and Betto:ngia have 
beel1 found in Pliestocene or recent deposits and ·the .mated_al 
is close to orllentical to living forms (Marshall 1973, 
Merrilees 1973, Stirton et ~1 1968)~-
Bartholemai (1972) has devised a phylogeny for the 
Potoroina.e based on knmm fossi1 records, Fig. flt 
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Sub-family Sthenurinae 
A more recent.offshoot from the main macropodid-line 
is the noH extinct sub-fa.m.ily Sthenurinae. This sub-family is 
remarkable fcir its late derivation, rapid radiation,·convergent 
tendencies and specialisation within a~ already widely 
diversified family (Bartholomai 1972). 
The affinities of the Sthenux·inae -~;ri th the Macrop.odinae 
can be seen from examination of skull structure, dentition and 
hind feet. In these structures there. are many features which 
are· shared by the two . groups (Tedford 1 966). · · 
Woodb~rne (1967b) has suggested that the species 
Had;onomas puckeridgei from the Alcooti formation may be close 
to the lineage leading towards Sthenurus. B_artholoma:i_ ( 1 972) he..s 
concluded that it is ~nlikely that the Sthetiurinae aros~ much 
before the late Miocene and the greatest radiation is found in 
the Eti.estocene. 
Tedford (1966) concluded that the mac~opodine radiation 
took place in later Cenozoic b.rnes in response to spreading 
; 
savanna and grassland habitats. It is possible that Sthenurus, 
a product of this adaptive radiation may have been one o1 the 
earlie~t groups to successfu~ly exploit the developing ~avanna~ 
and. grasslands·. 
The sthenu~ine radiation took place along two main 
·morphological lines. The first of these, compiising the 
dolicocephalic sub-genus Sthenurus, was a coritinuation of the 
primitive grazing adaptation seen· in early SthBnurinae and 
Macropodinae •. The other line actually consists of two phyletic 
lines \'lhich . are convergently brachycephalic a:nd adapted to a 
-browsing savanna and woodland habit. The brachycephalic types 
are included in the genus Sthenurus (Sim6sthen~rus) and the 
genus Procoptodono 
The skull of the brachycep.halic species is short, 
O? 
'J ' 
wide and deep, the occipital condyles are elevated well above 
the palat2,l plane. The zygomatic p1~oce3s of the squamosal is 
vertically deep and the maxillary and jugal bones ~re jointly 
. . 
_produced forming b1 strong downwards directed ma.sseteric process. 
In the dolicephalic species tl:e skull is closer to the 
skulls of the Hacropodinae, being more elongate.than the skulls 
of the brachycephalic group, particularly in the pre-orbital 
regions. The skull j_s narrower and shallower nith the occipital 
condyles only ~oderately elevated ~bove the plane of the palatci. 
The masseteric process of the zygoma is formed mostly by the 
maxillary.(Tedford 1966 p. 8). 
Although Sthenurus (.Simo.sthenurus) resembles· 
Procoptodon in gross features of the skull and jaws there are 
fundc:.-unental dental differences. Thus Simosthenurus and Sthenurus 
share characters. such as the late eruption of the permanent 
premolars compo..red wi.th Procoptodon and the relG.tive size and 
shape of the.incisors. In Procoptodon the trend towards· the 
. . . . . . 
development of monodactylis:m" is advanced beyo.nd the condition 
seen in the sub-gen~ra of Sthenurus (Bartholomai 1963, 
Tedford 1967b). · 
Te~ford (1966) .has ~u~gested that both g~nera of 
browsing Sthenurin~s -evolved in parallel during late Cenozoic 
time.and the extent of the ·dental differences apparent ~y the 
Pliestocene suggests th··t they had diverged fr_om a cor.1mon 
sthenurine ancestor by the Plioc ene.. He ha.s further conc~Lud.ed 
that the double invasion of t.lr brovrsing 2.daptive ·zone by the 
, 
la~ge ~tbenurines indicat~s an absence of cither·large browsing 
. f 
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marsupials. It is possible that competition between the 
sthenurines and the rapidly evolving macropodines may have 
preosured the evolution of , I _L • I aaarrca 1.,lOnS "CO leaves 
and bark rather than herbs and grasses. 
The massive size of the Pliestocene Sthenurinae is 
. an adapte.tion to its brovrning habit. However, the Pliestocene 
vi-as a period marked by gigantism in man~' mammal orders throughout 
tb~ world (Keast 1972). 
Tertiary fossil deposits containing sthenurine remains 
are uncommon. Three species of Sthenurus have been described by 
Bartholomai (1963) from the Chinchilla sand fauna. Stirton 
et a]_ (1961) hB.ve recorded a sthenurine fror:1 the Palankarinna 
.Sthenurine fossils are relatively common in Pliestocene 
. . 
denosits (Bartholomai 1 963, Tedford 1966, lfol'rilees f965, 1967). 
The geographical locations of deposits. containing fossils of 
Sthenuri.nae sho 1:i that the sub-fa111ily was vridely distribu tcd. 
No fossils have b~en recovered as yet from Westetn Australia. 
The most.recent known fossils of Sthenurus are ,from 
the Lake Vienindee deposits of ;New South Via.l~s, Hhich have been 
+· dat~d at 26,300 - 1500 years BP (Hubbs et all 1962). The most 
r:ecent fossils of Procopt6don a.re from the Lake Colongulac deposits 
of Victoria arid have been dated at 13,725 ~ 350 years BP •. 
(Gill 1955) •. 
A.phylogeny for the Sthenurin~e has been suggested by 
Ba.rtholoii1ai (1972). ;;md is presented in Fig. 1{" 
Sumrr:.ary 
The Sthenurinae, an extinct.sub-family which had a 
wide radiation in the Pliestocene was derived from ~acropod· 
a.ncestors probably during the 1-iiocene. 
aa 
/ ./ 
The sthenurines were primitively grazing herbivores, 
Sthenurus (Sthsnurus) but evolved two parallel groups of 
brorr.sers, Sthenurus (Simosthenurus) and Procoptoclon. 
The evolution of broBsing form~ may have occurred in 
response to conpetition with the grazing Macropadinae. Iri 
Procoptodon, adap_tations ·to a curso:cnial_ mode of locomotion are 
seen in the develo;)ment of monodactylism. 
Sthenurinae is thought from the fossil record, to have 
become extinct in recent time. 
. 
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·,....l .. "..(" ·1 .,,,... l • 0ub-.J.ami. ,Y Hacrop90.J.nae 
The Macropodinae is the largest and most specialised 
marsupial group. It is a terrestrial deriv~tion from_ phalangeroid 
stock which involved the evolutibn of a grazing herbivoro~s, 
saltatory habit (Bensley 1903, Marshall 1972). 
Ride ( 1 962, 1 964) -and Barthol-emai · ( 1 972) have 
discussed the problems associated with phylogeny of the 
macropodines both extant and extinct. 
The oldest fossils which have been referred to this 
sub'-fa~nily are· from theMiocene Kutjamarpu deposits. (Stirton 
et al 1968) and Bartholemai (1 972) hB.1B concluded that its 
anc~story must be pre-Oligoc~ne. It is during'the Pliocene 
and Pliestocene (Stirton 1955, 1957; Stirton et al 1961, 1968, 
Bartholemai 1966, 1967, 1969, _-Tedford 1967a, .1967b, Vfoodbu:rne 
1967b) however, that the extensive radiation of the Macropodinae 
·took place; probably as was the case with the Sthenurinae, in ~ 
response to expanding grass.lands_ and save_nna . (Keast 1 959).; 
The .karyotypes of the Macropcidinae are variable and in 
-Petrogale which is found in isolated populations the chromosome 
hwnbers range from n= 18 to ri::::22. In species. \iri-th -the sarne 
chromosome_~umber, there are marked differences in chromosome 
ri1orpi101ogy ·'c~ayman: and Martin 1974_). 
The species of La.g;orchestes are also· variable 
(Hayman ~nd.Hartin 1969)~ 
Many of· the species of the Macropodinae exhibit a 
chromosome number of 2n=16 w:Lth similar chromosome morphology. 
(Hayman and Martin 1969). Calaby (1966) has sugge~ted that th~se 
species should a11 be refe~red to the genus Macropus. The red 
kangaioo with 2n=20, which was previously throught to b~ 
separate from the genus macropus, h~s been shown (Sharman and 
-· 
"· 
1 01 
Calaby unpublished in Kirsch 1975) to be cytologically closer to 
·Vi. antilopus, E. bernadus ·e.nd M. i~o bust us; than to any other 
me.mbers of macropus. For this reason, it j_s nm·1 included in this 
genus as M. rufus. 
The genus Macropus has fourteen species and there are 
generally different environmental habitats. ~bus the large 
~. rufus is a pl~ins dwelling type of the central ~egion while 
H. warna. is a small. species in.habiting .the dense- undergrowth of 
rain forest. 
Wallabia bicolo~ which is cytologica.lly distinct ·from 
all other Hacropodine \;Ii th 2n=1 OC{. 11 if' (Shai~man 1961) has been 
placed in the monotypic genus Wallabia (Calaby 1966). It 
. . 
differs in breeding biology and behaviour from all othe~ 
kangaroos (SharniaD et al e.nd Poole 1966). ·It is unique· ,srn1ong 
the Macropod~nae in its possession of a massive permanept 
premolar and in molar features such· as low links and low lophs 
whicb are reminiscent of the Pliocene and Pliestcicene Protemnodon 
(Kirscb 1 975). 
Reproduction in the Macrouodinae is sophist~cat~d. 
The.)' are all monotocous and polyestrous. Gestation is just 
short~r than one e~trous cycle in some Macropus, Setonix and 
Thylogale:· 'In Wallabia bic616ur it is thou~ht (Sharman et al 
1966) that. 'g'estation exceeds the length of ah estrous c.ycleo ... 
In· the ab~~e types, delayed implantation occur~ which is 
controlled by lactation. However, in I~f. Ca.nguru~ the gestation 
pBtiod exceeds the i~ngth of an estrous_cycle but iactation 
controlled delayed implantation does not occur. 
In pa:rous females of all Macropodinae except for 
Lagostrophus and M. canguru, the median vaginal cai1al is 
permanently formed. 
Tate (1948) divided the Macropodinae into three 
phyletic groups on the basis of development of the CB.nines. 
I-Iis phylogeny with modi fie a tions based on recent neon tological 
data is shown in Fig. ih 
' v~.-
The fossil evidence for the evolution of the Macropodinae 
has been sui:!l!l1arised by Bartho lomai ( 1 972) and his phylogen;;-
based on fossil data is presented in Fig. n. 
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Kirs~h (1968b) proposed the superfamily Vombatoidea to 
include the 0ombats and the koala which he found to be serologically 
closer to each other than to any other marsupials.· 
Vomba.toidea contains two farniJies, the Phascolarc tidae 
which contains one extant species, Phe.scal&rctos cinerus and the . 
extinct Koalernus vomba tidae and the Vomba tidci.e rri th two extant 
. . 
genera Vombatus.and Lasiorhinus and two extinct genera : 
Phascolonus and Phasolomys. 
The origins·· of the Vombatidae are unknown al though the 
Miocene fossil Perikoala palankarinna (Stirton 1957, Stirton et al 
I 
1961) -is described as resembling both Trichosurus vulnecula, a 
phalangerid, .·arid Phascolarc tos. 
The relationship between the wombats and the koala is 
evidenced by comparisons of myology (Sonntag 1922), reproductive 
physiology (Rill ·i 94.9) and sperrnatoz."oa (Hughes 196.5). -There a:ce 
how~ver, cyidlogical differences with a chromosome number of 
2n=14 in the Vombatidae, (Sh~rman 1961) and a chrombsome.number 
2n=16 in th~ Phascolarctid~e with differences in chromosome 
rnorpkJolo gy;, (Sharman 1 961 ) • 
In the Vombatoidea there arise two instances of: 
d~viation from·the:~sual marsupial rib· number of thirteen pairs 
·of ribs. Vombatus l~as fifteen pairs of ribs and· Phascolarc tos 
has eleven'pairs (S~ephenson 1967). 
Family Vombatidae 
There are pr~sently two ~xt~nt genera of Vombatidae, 
Vombatus a.nd Lasiorhinus. The _dental pattern of the Vombatidae 
is ab'errant in having open rooted teeth which grov1 continuously 
through .life. (Stephenson 1967). In tl1is re~pect. they resemble 
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·the incisor teeth of rodents and the cheek teeth of the 
· lagomorphs. The wombats are large animals with short strong 
limbs and long chisel-shaped claws. The skull is massive and 
flattened and the bullae are small. The muscular limbs are 
adaptations to t~e burrowing habit of wombats as is the flattened 
skull. They are fossorial, herbivorous marsupials and the 
atypical dentition found in the wombats is an adaptation to this 
i:iode of life. 
The systematics of the fossil wombats confused (Ride 1964., 
Stephenson 1 964., 1 966, l''le:trilees 1 967, Ride 1 96'?) . However, it 
is agreed that there were at least three species of giant Pliestocene 
wombats, Phascolonus .f;:L ,~a.§_, fhaso lomys · 1:12,pnus e.nd Phascolornvs 
----"--"'---
m.ediu.s, (Owen 1872). appear to be more closely 
related to the extant Ls.siorl1irn.1s genus than to Vombatus. · 
Stephenson (1966) has suggested that the two species of 
Ph ~, S"O l o·-,,···c s'·o1t-Lc1 'oe 
-· .'.l0.l V ··- !1.ly~ . .(f 1 , . A., ·-. transferred to either Lasiorhinus or 
Phascolonus • 
.At present \foi11batus occurs in eastern 11.ustralia from 
. . . . : . 
southern Queensland to southeastern .So'utb Australia· and in 
Tasr:1ania and some Bass Strait Isla.nds. · . It ir1habi ts ·\vet' and dry 
sclerophyll forests and especially rocky country •. · 
Lasiorhinus is found in savannah woodland areas and 
grasslands in. southern. South A•1stralia; . easte_rn West Australi'a, 
eastern Queensland and the Riverina area of l'Tew South· Wales 
· (,P_'. ·io' ... e 1 070)· 
- . _, . . 
Fossil evidence indicates that the wombats were more' 
widespread ip the past (Stephenson 1966). 
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I'.::.mil y Phasco la:cc tj_dac 
This monotypic family con ta.ins t.tie highly -specialised,. 
arboreal koala, Pbascolarctos cinerus.· 
As well a~ the neontologi~al d~ta which was mentioned 
on P.· t05, fossil evidence (Bartholomai J968) supports the 
conclusion that Phascolarctidae is most closely related to 
Vombatidae. 
The similarities of the selonodont dentition in 
Phascolarctos and some Phala.ngeridae is now thought to be. a ca.se 
of parallel evolution as in both types,_the diet is similar 
(Ride 1 964). 
The koala is presently restricted to dry sebrophyll 
woodlands of eastern Australia (Ride 1970). It is unknown from 
NeH Guine2. 01~ Tasmania. 
Fainily Din1'otodontida.e 
'11he extinct family Dip:::·otodontidae has been reviewed 
by Stirton et al (1967). 
·There are some cranial characters held in common with 
th~ Vombatidae such as the exclusion by the squa.mosal of the 
alisphenoid f1-;om the· auditory region and the presence of open 
. i~ooted · teetfr~'\(Stirton ·· 1 967 (a}) . The early· l,Iioc ene s-oec imens 
. . 
which are the oldest l·(nown, shOw no direct evidence that the. 
teeth have been. derived from ancestors with .t~ibosphenic molars. 
Thus it is concluded that the Diprotodontidaewere well 
established by the ~Itoce:ne (Stirton et al i 967).. 
The diprotodontids.were quadrupedal, herbivorous 
marsupials; some of which; e.g. Zygomaturinae achieved great 
size. 
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Stil'ton et al (1967) ho.ve descri.bccl foui~ sc:.bfarrrib.~es 
of' diprotodontids, Palo:cchestinae, No to theriinae, Zygomaturina.e 
and Dinrotodontinae. 
~ . 
The oldest fossils, from the Ngapakaldi fauna, which 
are Ci.~.,...,1 "\ ... 
-o . .L ·-../ Miocene or possibly late Oligocene, contain a form 
Hgapalk21dia, which is thought to be the. ·mcst genera.lised 
d.i ·cYL'O-'-ocion+·; d "'nrl Y'e-'-~i 11"" c31 veo-L·i for IJ.es+-i· ,,·al ·u;:--n1J~r CC:~Dl. nes ·-.1.J l, -~ - "-'- c.<. \... - l.,c;'._. '" --- . - - -- v 6 -·~. .':! - --
which are absent in other-Diprotodontidae. rt· is possible that 
they exhibit some ancestral features cif the Diprotodontidae and 
that the Palo1~ctestinae in which they are included are ancestral 
to later diprotodonticl. ,groups. 'I1he Palorcbestiriae are small 
marsupials in comparison with the later diprotodontids. 
A phylogeny of the Diprotodontidae based on 
paleontological evidence is presented in Stirton et al (1967); 
see fig. I~ 
. . . 
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· ,SlJPBRJT.PJ· .. IILY TJLRSIPOIDEt ... 
Frunil .. 'l r.r2,.rsi piclae 
1rhis monotypic family. contains the honey possum 
Tarsipis spenceri. It is the most divergent diprotodont 
~arsupial, both morphologically and s~rologically (Kirsch 1975)~ 
Cytolo~~ically, it E1ost closely resembles Trichosurus (Hayman 
and Mattin 1969). 
It is a hi~hly specialised hectar and pllen f~eder 
with a long tube-like mouth.and a tongue which is brushed at 
the end. It possibly supplements the pollen-nectar diet with 
small insects vrhich occur on the food blossoms (Ride 1 970) • 
'. 
·. ' . 
. . 
1 1 1 
SUPE:t<l''AI'ULY NOTORYCTOIDE.A. · 
Fc>.mily Notor,yctidae 
This rnonotypic family contains the marsupial mole, 
.. 
Notoryctes typhlops.which converges upop the placental moles, 
Chrysochloridae and Talpidae; It is highly specialised in 
d~rltition, skull structure ~nd limb structure and its relationships 
are obscure. Bensley ( 1903) . included it with the Perarn.elids on 
the basis of foot structure. Wood Jones ( 1 923) and :Simpson ( 1 9Lf·5) 
related it to the dasyurid~. Van der Klaauw (1931) pointed out 
'-n1 _,.L -'-l1e a.'e•Telo:-.·,1e·n-'- o·f' .1-11e +v•·1·µ·~nic i·n Vo·Lo.,..,,u.,~·c.c "117Y'er=>~ r,1ore l,, u~l,, \....... v ,_ ..:. ..... L .. .l L ...1., l,,. . l..JH_.ct _..._ 1. L J..Jv0-u o. 0 _ -J:J 1 J.. .. 
I 
closely with the Diprotodonta than the Marsupicarnivora. 
Cytological studies (Calaby et al 1974) show that the 
chromosomes bear a strong resemblance to Petaurus brevj_c e·p.s: ___ ___ , 
.. PhaJ,angGroidea • 
. :.· 
........ 
Serologic~lly (Kirsch 1975 ~npubli~hed) Notoryctes 
appears to have dasyuroid - perameloid a~ffini ties •. 
1 1 2 
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